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An Undeniable & Unforgettable Challenge by MotoDreamer for All Motorcycle Riders.

MotoDreamer's Danish/Colombian Founders Mike Thomsen and Diana Puerto
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Are you up to becoming one of the �rst Certi�able Phileas Foggs of the modern era?

Introducing MotoDreamer’s Around the World in 80 Days Open-Ended Challenge

A French scientist and author began turning his imagination of science, travel, and adventures

into a literary classic one hundred and �fty years ago. It was an instant hit and has remained so

globally ever since.

"It's A beautiful world if you'll only
take the time to ride around it"

INTRODUCTION
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A magic image worthy of the writer/creator Jules Verne.
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His name was Jules Verne, and his book was titled:

Around the World in Eighty Days.
Since that auspicious beginning, the adventures of Phileas Fogg and his valet Passepartout,

generations have been enthralled and entertained by the very thought of traveling around the

world in style.

To celebrate the 150-year anniversary of the book in 2022, MotoDreamer has launched the

groundbreaking Around the World in 80 Days Motorcycle Touring Challenge.

Who is this open-ended challenge geared towards?
Are you a lone Motorcycle Rider or a Riding couple like MotoDreamer owners Mike & Diana who

cannot resist the adrenaline rush experienced from riding on open roads once, twice, or three

times a year?

Or do you, like Mike & Diana, crave the open space high up in a mountain range with panoramic

visions of majestic peaks, blue skies, and white �u�y clouds below you?

Could you see yourself spending time learning about new cultures, interacting with the smiling

locals, and visiting places of history you have only ever seen in pics, videos, movies, and

documentaries?

Do you share the same love of �ne dining, hot running water, opulent bedrooms, and

outstanding hotel service as Mike & Diana do?

Do you salivate at the thought of riding through a desert landscape with nothing in front,

behind, or to the side of you for miles?

Does the thought of 10, 30 or even 80 days a year leaving your city and urban life behind to

explore upon a motorcycle excite you like nothing else could?
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How does the sound of winning a $5000 US Dollars bet sound to you?

A mouthwatering image of a $5000 Dollar Note.

Be one of those who stands out and takes on the Open-ended challenge of completing 8 of the

eligible 10-Day Adventure Motorcycle Tours around the world. In any order you wish to excel in.

Spend as long as you like to achieve the ultimate goal.

Marking the incredible milestone of becoming the Motorcycle Adventure Touring Rider of

Riders. You will be presented with an amazing �nancial reward of $5000 US Dollars that you can

use toward any future tour in MotoDreamer’s program.

When you, as the modern-day Phileas Fogg of Adventure Motorcycle Riding, have completed all

Eight tours around the world, not only will you also have won the monetary bet like Phileas

Fogg, but you will have earned the bragging rights and a specially designed certi�cate

showcasing you as a distinguished and honorable…….

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS 

“FINISHER”
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Then.

It's time to stop procrastinating and slam open those wardrobes that house all your motorcycle

riding gear and check if everything is �t for purpose and pack it ready.

Secondly.

Read the rest of this exciting collection of 10-day Motorcycle Tours you can join with always

forward-thinking Mike & Diana of MotoDreamer.

Thirdly.

Buy or create a calendar and start planning. Don´t waste the time you can dedicate to turning

your desires into the reality of visiting countries that have always eluded you. Do it with the

knowledge there are NO constraints.

Remember, it’s not the destination that matters; it's the journey that counts.

Finally, more great news to tantalize your adventure motorcycle riding senses.

Fourthly.

- First Edition November 2022 by Mike Bowley

Mix your experiences up; why not include a mountain (

) How about a jungle or rainforest (

)

or two in far-o� continents such as Asia,
Europe, and South America. South East Asia & the Amazon
looks good.

As an alternative ride through an African desert ( ) or a Middle Eastern desert.

How about a massive salt �at where at certain times it looks like an ice rink or the shine of 1.2

million light bulbs?

sand dunes galore

Lastly, commit.

Your original tour lineup will almost certainly change as Mike and Diana add new unlikely and

stunning destinations every year and eliminate others.
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You know the ones that have kept you awake for many nights. Then it's time to

put on your Phileas Fogg Helmet and Gloves.

Check out the ins and outs of the growing number of eligible tours that you can choose from to

complete your Around the World in 80-days Challenge.

Do you want to do justice to all those recurring dreams?

INDEX

Reservations are Available NOW
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COLOMBIA
The in-depth look at riding around the central parts of Colombia Tour. 

A motorcycle parked up at the side of a paved road with the Colombian landscape in the background.

Firstly, remember, Colombia isn’t the kind of country you can skip through in a
couple of weeks and consider it “done.”

From the bustling, artistic vibe of the cities to the unspoiled beauty of its coasts, forests,

deserts, and mountains, Colombia’s cultural and natural riches are almost in�nite.

Some of the destinations in Colombia to add to your bucket list have become tourist hotspots,

while others have only just been discovered. When you put them together, they’re proof of how

diverse Colombia is.
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Nighttime view of Santiago de Cali in Colombia.

Tourism in Santiago de Cali, Colombia, has been growing year on year for a decade. Pre covid-

19, Colombia as a whole was enjoying over 31 million visitors from all over the world. Let’s see

why?

Usually, when creating an article, we have to complete hours and hours of research to know our

subject well enough to speak with a degree of authority.

With Cali, we had no reason to research, as we have been living here since 2007. We know the

city and its 2.5 million native Spanish Speakers well.

Santiago de Cali

Cali has built up over the past 40 years or more on commodities such as cotton and sugarcane.

The colorful city is not only the third most important Colombian city, it is the Gateway to the

Paci�c and beyond.

Now let's discuss the wrong side of Santiago de Cali; yes, like all cities in the world, there are

tourist attractions, city centers, an abundance of statues and �gurines within some excellent

parks: and there are the no-go areas that probably even Policemen try to avoid.
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Santiago de Cali is no different; poverty has always been an ugly sight

wherever you find it in the world; some of Cali’s districts also need help.

Thefts are common even in London, and I should know I was robbed there only a year ago of my

mobile. So yes, it happens everywhere, not just in third-world countries.

Cali is the birthplace and world center for Salsa and the cheerful nature it breeds within its

inhabitants. There are plenty of places to enjoy dancing lessons.

If you want the experience of seeing the “Old Pros'' dancing amongst the tourists and

passersby. Head to La Topa Tolondra, Zaperoco, and Tin Tin Deo. The mix of Caribbean dance

rhythms, festive spirit, cheerful disposition, and creativity are the roots of the Caleanos being

noted as some of the happiest people in the world.

Yes, before Mike Thomsen’s arrival in 2007 Colombia had its turbulent and

troublesome times.

But it appears much of the awful times they experienced have started to retreat into the history

books. Thus allowing Tourists to feel safe again in exploring this South American city.

Large corporations and major investment programs have recommenced, thus, permitting the

country to become safe again; this includes Santiago de Cali.

Walking alongside the Rio Cali via the palm tree-lined plazas sampling the abundance of local

cuisine and meandering through the bustling markets, you will discover big cat statues from

di�erent artists. Each is an opportunity for a great photo.
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        The famous giant bronze cat and a sleepy Colombian Policeman.

Visit the bohemian neighborhood of  This is the oldest part of the city, and you see

many �ne examples of years gone by in the architectural buildings and narrow streets. The place

is full of cafes and eateries and independent theaters.

San Antonio.
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Villa de Leyva colonial village

The 16th Century Villa de Leyva, situated in Boyaca, Colombia.

Apart from having the envious position of being an Adventure Motorcycle Rider, you are also an

avid follower of all that is history. You are at home with nature, the arts, and science and

welcome the opportunities to immerse yourself in many cultures.

If I have described you, then the 16th Century Villa de Leyva, situated in Boyaca, was
founded in June 1572 by a certain Spanish Captain - Hernan Suarez de Villalobos will

be ideal for you, your inquisitive mind.

Nestled in the Colombian rural landscape and only three hours away from Bogota, this beautiful

and picturesque was built for all manner of cameras. You will �nd time has stopped here since

the beginning. You will see traces of its colonial past in its incredible architecture and

cobblestones, which in turn, you will �nd relaxing and a truly peaceful environment to discover.

For those of you who want to discover the inner soul of this setting, take a vineyard tour, or the

Pozos Azules arti�cial pools. Furthermore, a very interesting Fossil museum houses a giant

skeleton of a palaeontological Kronosaurus. You could easily see it as a massive crocodile.
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Do you live in an entirely liveable Terracotta House purely made of clay? No. Have you ever

visited one? No again. Do you sometimes find pottery intriguing? Yes. Good then, head to this

surely a most significant piece of bizarre pottery.

Colombian Architect Octavio Mendoza Morales molded the Terracotta House in Villa de Leyva, Boyaca, Colombia.

This earthen structure is made of pliable clay and has been baked in the hot sun for sturdiness and durability.
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If you are curious about the next photo of a huge rock penis, ask Mike to take you there and
explain more. What could possibly go wrong?

Authors Note: MotoDreamer deems this Colombian town to be up there on its list of 10 best to
see in Colombia. The wonderful town of Villa de Leyva will surely stay with you for a very long
time.

Ancient Rock Penis Statues just outside Villa de Leyva.

Apart from being a “Musica Solar Observatory,” it is also the residence of many giant rock Penis
statues! Then ask Mike to explain……why to you.

Who would have thought a 16th Century rural town that originally was created as an agricultural
production center for unemployed soldiers would become such an idyllic place for Adventure
Motorcycle Riders over the decades.
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Underground Salt Cathedral Zipaquira

Underground Salt Cathedral Zipaquira. 

Just a short ride from the capital Bogota is an underground church built inside a salt mine. It is

called the Zipaquira Underground Salt Cathedral. The locals refer to it as Cathedral de Sal.

This incredible cathedral was constructed from the carving of over 250,000 tons of salt. It lies

190 meters below the surface. It is awe-inspiring to visit.

Its humble beginnings began as a means to having a small sanctuary for the miners who were

carving the salt under extreme conditions. It was in this sanctuary they could come together

each morning and pray for their safety and deliverance.

The sanctuary became a church in 1932 and in the 1950s, work began on converting the church

into a cathedral. The inauguration was conducted in 1995.
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As you walk down the salt corridors towards the nave, you will pass 14 chapels mixed with eerie

and almost magical lighting in such a massive subterranean cavern.

The salt Cathedral is hugely important to the lives of the locals, and every Sunday, up to 8000

worshippers and visitors can be accommodated just in the nave by itself!

That should give you an inkling of the vastness of such a place of worship.
Apart from the cathedral, you will discover restaurants, food stalls, souvenir outlets, a museum,

and a pleasant park of salt to sit and people watch.

The underground cathedral of Zipaquira’s vast Nave can accommodate over 8000 worshippers on a Sunday. 

What you may �nd surprising is that this cathedral has no bishop installed by Rome and
therefore is not recognized as a Roman Catholic Church. Such a shame that all that dedication
and devout work is not recognized by the clergy.
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A photo of Medellin, a sprawling metropolis surrounded on all sides by mountains.

There are many reasons to fall in love with Medellin, Colombia? Now you can see them all when

touring with MotoDreamer.  

In recent years, Medellin’s inspiring approach to planning and urban renewal projects has

transformed this city for almost 4 million people.

 Exciting Metropolis Medellin

Don’t be surprised to bump into tourists who’d planned to stay in Medellin for just a few days

and ended up extending their stay for weeks.

MotoDreamer has been running monthly guided motorcycle tours throughout Colombia and

South America for the past 15 years, making them “the go-to” experts on two wheels.

Medellin locals are among the most positive, energetic, and warm-hearted folk you’ll likely

meet in Colombia.

You can dine on a di�erent cuisine and party with a di�erent �avor every night of the week.
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Medellin’s climate is almost always pleasant, with plenty of sunshine and temperatures in the

mid-20s all year round. Art and culture thrive in Medellin. It’s home to arguably Colombia’s best

museum, the Museo de Antioquia.

You may have seen photos of Medellin, a sprawling metropolis surrounded on all sides by

mountains. Also, with its dozens of distinct barrios crawling their way up impossibly steep

hillsides. But seeing it in person is another thing altogether. What’s remarkable is that

Nearly all built seemingly against the laws of nature and physics.

Nestled in the fertile Aburrá Valley, Medellin’s surroundings are eternally lush and evergreen.

What’s the best way to check out Medellin’s visually striking cityscape?

From above, riding one of the gondolas on the Medellin Metrocable.

S ee Medel l i n fro m ab o ve,  ri di ng  o ne o f the g o ndo l as  o n the Medel l i n Metro c ab l e.
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Also, perhaps the world’s most spectacular urban transit system. Make sure to take the

staggeringly steep Line L to the vast natural preserve of Arvi Park to appreciate the Andean

landscape in all its glory.
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Botero’s instantly recognizable statues, known for their disproportionately
chubby features in Medellin's Centro.

Botero’s instantly recognizable statues, known for their disproportionately chubby features

Public art has been essential to Medellin’s urban renewal, starting at the grassroots level with

gra�ti and murals in some of the city’s poorest neighborhoods. Such barrios as Santo Domingo

and San Javier (Comuna 13.) Thus, giving a voice and a united spirit to once feared and ignored

communities. Also, these public art projects allow local youths to tell their story while bringing

color, life, and creativity to the streets.

In conclusion, hanging out in Medellin just feels good. Medellin is a city with a tragic past and a

promising future. All the more astounding reasons to reserve your adventure with MotoDreamer

and Medellin as the centerpiece. 

Medellin still has its prickly edges, to be sure, but overall, Medellin is a place of positivity and
hope. Whether you’re sitting in the Metrocable, gawping at the scenery while locals simply go
about their business. Or they are dancing the night away with newfound friends in a uniquely
Paisa-style club.
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Pablo Escobar’s ranch Hacienda Nápoles

Pablo Escobar 's ranch Hacienda Nápoles & his collection of destroyed vehicles.

For many, the attraction of seeing where the infamous Colombian Drug Tra�cker and

Narcoterrorist - Pablo Emilio Escobar lived is a must.

For many of us, Escobar's history is well documented. Millions have seen both the Colombian

TV series Pablo Escobar (El Patron del Mal), 74 episodes of his life, and the Net�ix series called

Narcos with its 30 episodes.

But Hacienda Napoles is relatively unknown unless you have actually worked there or have had

the opportunity to visit this 7.7 square mile ranch.

In its “HeyDay,” Hacienda Napoles could be considered a sprawling Spanish Colonial mansion.

It was surrounded by sculptured Dinosaurs, landscaped gardens, swimming pools, and man-

made lakes.
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Hacienda Napoles housed its own airstripe, bull ring, and private zoo if that
was not enough

The zoo had wild animals such as ostriches, zebras, rhinos, and hippos 

 Overhead was a collection of

exotic birds and a stable full of Arabian horses were housed close by.

(now, as many as 100

hippos are feral and have been seen in many parts of Colombia.)

Escobar had a love for classic vehicles, go-karts, and motorbikes, and as you can see from the

image above, not much remains of their luxury, only rusting shells.

It has only been a couple of decades since the demise of the notorious Escobar in December of

1993 on a Medellin rooftop, gunned down by the Colombian Police.

Even those present on that day would never have guessed that Escobar's house would become a

family-friendly theme park as it is today nearly 3 decades later.

'Don t expect a Disneyland-style theme park, as in its heyday nothing good came out of this

Hacienda except mountains of cocaine and misery.

Although we must add Parque Tematico, Hacienda Napoles does have a memorial museum, a

butter�y park, and a water park amongst its numerous strange local tourist family attractions.
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The port of Honda in Colombia. The image previously published by the Tolima.gov.co

Suppose you loved your experience of visiting Villa de Leyva. In that case, you are going to enjoy

the experience of exploring “Old Colombia” as you meander through the old colonial port

streets of Honda, a town founded in August 1539.

A casual stroll will take you around the “City of Bridges” with its historical architecture giving

you a perfect glimpse of Colombia’s past sitting peacefully on the banks of the Rio Magdalena.

One such bridge is called the Navarro Bridge and it is over a century in age, making it the oldest

South American metal bridge (now National Monument) in existence.

The historic center of river port town Honda, Tolima

Honda can be a hot and humid place, so think carefully about what you are going to wear when
moving around this town. Expect temperatures to go from 24 to 40 degrees centigrade, and
always have a bottle of water at hand.

The lunchtime and evening cuisine is fresh �sh dishes galore, and if they are to your taste enjoy
them in picturesque settings of boutique-style hotels, museums, and gourmet restaurants.
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Alto de Letras is the longest high mountain pass globally

Snaking roads running through Alto de Letras high mountain pass. The image was previously published by  Mundobici in

Colombia.

Staying in the department of Tolima, you will ride your motorcycles on the longest, and one of

the highest mountain paved passes in the world. Now I bet you're smiling. Locally known as

Ruta National 50, Alto de Letras is 52 miles long and proudly boasts an elevation of over 12,100

feet (3.692m) above sea level.

For cyclists, this road is the toughest one. For you guys, it was made for Motorcycle Riders.

As you progress upwards and at times downwards you will see many changes in the climate,

landscape, crops, and animals. Expect the paved road in the middle of untouched natural beauty

to be at times busy and home to heavy amounts of tra�c.

A typical day riding your motorcycle on the pass will start as a hot and humid
summer's day, and end on a winter's often rainy and foggy day. And all temperature

changes are experienced within a few hours.
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Image of the Co�ee and countryside of the Zona Cafeteria by Mike Bowley, author of this ebook for MotoDreamer. 

THE COFFEE AND COUNTRYSIDE OF THE ZONA CAFETERIA

Unsurprisingly, Colombia is synonymous with co�ee. Furthermore, it is renowned for the

quality of its hand-picked beans. Hence, the evergreen Andean hills of the Zona Cafetera,

and co�ee bushes blanket the steeply sloping sides of valleys with their distinctive, glossy

foliage.

arabica 

Be on the lookout for Basket-toting harvesters who sometimes are silhouetted
against the morning mist.
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The coffee fields of Quindo were our first destination in Colombia for our bucket
list. Believe us, you will find it well placed to be high up on your bucket list.

The main cities of Pereira, Armenia, and Manizales generally serve as gateways to picturesque

country villages. With brightly colored buildings and a spectacular mountain backdrop, once-

sleepy Salento has become backpacker central.

A Colombian Co�ee Farmer inspecting his ever-growing co�ee plants in the Zona Cafetera.

Co�ee plantations run daily tours from the main square. In fact, it’s a good base for arranging

hiking trips to the nearby national parks. Equally important, it is far less touristy and arguably

more authentic, check out Filandia, as it is a tiny, laidback pueblo.

Also, this region is nestled amid rolling green hills and blessed with some of rural Colombia’s

best-preserved architecture. With accommodation ranging from the rustic to the luxurious, and

also, attracting excellent views. You can also arrange to stay on a working co�ee farm.
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Salento is culturally, historically, and geographically home to trout farming,
tourism, and coffee production.

Colombian Farmer´s preferred mode of transport - the 1940s Willy Jeeps.

Firmly entrenched on the ‘Gringo Trail,’ once-sleepy Salento absorbs the majority of tourists

visiting the Co�ee Triangle. Due to its location, 30 minutes from one of the biggest draw cards

in the region, the giant wax palms of the Valle de Cocora.

Still, Salento has more than enough charm to hold its own. With looming mountains in the

near-distance and co�ee plantations stretching all the way to the edge of town. Salento’s streets

are lined with white-walled colonial houses. You will discover their doors, window frames, and

balconies painted in whimsical combinations of rainbow-bright colors.

While tourists can sometimes seem to outnumber locals, Salento is hardly Disney�ed. The

businesses are locally owned, the natives friendly, and the vendors undemanding. Meeting other

travelers and arranging tours is no problem in Salento. Accommodation is plentiful, with many

guesthouses able to accommodate gated parking for your moto.
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THE GIANT WAX PALMS OF THE COCORA VALLEY

The Giant Wax Palms of the Cocora Valley are the tallest in the world.

Found only in the mountain forests of the Colombian Andes, the Quindío giant wax palm is the

world’s tallest palm tree. With curiously skinny trunks up to 60m high. Hence, these surreal,

prehistoric-looking plants have become one of the most iconic images of Colombia’s natural

beauty.

Ending with the �nal few kilometers, climb steeply to almost 2,400m before descending into

the valley.

Nowhere are they more abundant than along the verdant green slopes of the Cocora Valley. That

you will �nd in the heart of the co�ee country.Now, the best way to explore the valley is via a

15km round trek. Indeed, note that this trail traverses through cloud forests with abundant

waterfalls and a series of river crossings over rickety wooden bridges.

The breathtaking panorama of the palms provides a worthy pay-o� after an exhausting (but
beautiful) six-hour slog.
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A Colombian horse resting in Cocora Valley near Silento.

Now if your motorcycle breaks down and there is no sign of a willy jeep, then how about a

forever reliable mode of transport - a Colombian horse.

Only kidding!

If you have spare time before or after your 10-Day Colombia Tour why
not check out fantastic Cartagena.

Let Mike & Diana know if you wish to add the option of having some more
valuable experiences to take home.
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THE COLONIAL CHARMS OF CARTAGENA

 ( )A Caribbean coastal city is a better choice than the busy and traffic-filled city of Bogota.

Cartagena – the most romantic city in Latin America.

Cartagena is Colombia’s premier tourist destination, and it’s easy to see why. It’s one of the

most exquisitely preserved colonial cities in South America. Not only that, it is a Caribbean port

that was founded in 1533.

Remarkably, the trademark of Cartagena is its pastel-painted Spanish buildings and cobblestone

streets concentrated in the old quarter of the city. All totally surrounded by 11km of forti�ed

stone walls. Also, around every corner is a piece of history. Whether it be a humble stone

church, a richly ornamented cathedral, or a gothic-style bell tower.

What is more awesome, Cartagena is famous for its sunsets, attracting romancing couples who

perch atop the ancient ramparts for the best views in town. In contrast, as evening fades, the

night air �lls with the sounds of cumbia and salsa. Hence, there’s as much dancing in the streets

as in the city’s famously lively clubs.

We at MotoDreamer fell in love with this city/port; it was such a contrast to the mountainous

experience of the co�ee �elds. As a matter of fact, it is a fantastic choice for having as your

�ights to and from Colombia to experience.
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PERU
Peru has magical places that are not Machu Picchu.

The Peruvian coastline consists of mountainous size glaciers and islands such as the Ballestas Islands.

Peru is one of the most extreme countries in the world. Extreme in many ways. It has incredible

ancient cultures mixed with modern new cities, some of the highest mountains on the continent

and driest deserts, the densest jungle, and one of the longest Paci�c coastlines.

It has lots of incredible tourist sites like Machu Picchu and the rides you can do will make you

dizzy from leaning in tight curves. Peru is a must-visit for adventure riders, and we are inviting

you to join us. Here's why.
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When you discover Peru, you will find at least eight magical places that are
not Machu Picchu.

Suppose you’re planning on visiting Peru and its magical places for the �rst time. It’s safe to

assume the obvious – Machu Picchu ranks right at the top of your must-see list.

Without the magni�cent ruins of the ancient Inca capital, it’s doubtful that  Peru would be the

desired destination that it is today.

And that’s kind of a shame.

Machu Picchu or not, Peru is still one of South America’s most
enchantingly beautiful, stunningly diverse destinations.

Peru has much, much more to o�er beyond the typical Lima – Cuzco – Machu Picchu itinerary.

Especially if you’re planning on exploring the country by motorcycle.

Beware, the journey to reach some of the attractions we’ve listed below can be just as

exhilarating as the destinations themselves.

Travelers hike to see this arti�cial wonder of the world with their own eyes. Every day,

hundreds of underprepared tourists start on the Inca Trail’s steep, soggy, punishing slog. They

do it willingly because the mystical, mist-shrouded lost city waiting at the end is a sight truly

beyond compare.
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THE MYSTERIOUS NAZCA LINES.

The mysterious Nazca Tree Geoglyph in Peru.

The image above of the Nazca Lines showcases Peru’s most widely recognized archaeological

site outside of Machu Picchu. Their exact origins are even more of a mystery.

The Nazca Lines are a collection of geoglyphs depicting animals, plants, humans, straight lines,

and geometric shapes. All created by carving shallow trenches in the earth. In total, they cover a

staggering area of approximately 450 square kilometers.

The designs. Such as the 135m long condors are so large that you need an aerial view to make

them out.

Despite presumably any means of ascending high enough actually to see their creations. The

pre-Incan Nazca culture was responsible for the motifs, somewhere between 200 BC and 400

AD. That makes the Nazca Lines roughly 1,400 years older than Machu Picchu.

Nazca is located on Peru’s coastal plain, about 400 km south of Lima. It’s also a scenic ride from

the Paci�c Coast to the dry Nazca plains along the Pan-American Highway.
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Flying in a small aircraft allows you to see the magni�cent Nazca Lines

.

Once you get there. You’ll be booked on a light plane tour. As you’ll
need to be airborne to appreciate the vast scale of this ancient

enigma truly
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Colca Canyon in Peru.

Twice as deep as the Grand Canyon, and the second deepest in the world. Colca
plunges to 3,270m at the deepest point of its 70 km extent.

It is also carved out of the Andes by the surging Rio Colca.

COLCA CANYON.
Peru has so many ridiculously awesome motorcycling roads. Still, with its combination of

never-ending curves and cinematic scenery. Wildly careening descent into the Colca Canyon is

up there with the country’s most exhilarating rides.

160 km northwest of Peru’s second-largest city Arequipa. The region is one of the few places

you can regularly spot the Andean condor. (Endangered in much of its range) soaring freely

above the majestic landscape.
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Andean Condors - The world's largest flying birds.

Head and neck of the largest species of �ying bird in the world - The Andean Condor.

The Andean Condor is a stunning Raptor. Each adult has a wingspan of 10 feet (3 Meters,) weighs

in at 33lb (15 Kg,) and stands at an awesome 1.2 Meters. This is the big boy of the bird world who

can live up to 75 years of age.

Andean Condors are not natural hunters, preferring to feast on carrion such as dead
carcasses of seals, whales, fish, and other land animals such as cattle.

Due to their enormous weight, Andean Condors do su�er staying aloft for long periods of time,

they are unable to migrate across continents. To assist them they look for windy conditions and

then they come into their own as they glide on the changing air currents almost e�ortlessly.

Apart from the mountains, they enjoy life in desert surroundings as well as coastal settings.

These magni�cent but rare birds take great advantage of thermal air currents and the forever-

changing sea breezes. They can �y for long distances in these conditions and have been known

to look for food 180 miles away.
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When you are Motorcycle touring in Chile or Argentina, you will see greater numbers than in

Colombia, Peru, and Ecuador. But don't stop yourself from looking up and witnessing them

soaring gracefully above you.

Count yourself lucky if you get the opportunity to see an Andean Condor whether he is �ying,

resting, or eating. They live mainly at nesting sites as high as 16,000 above sea level.

The Andean Condor as well as the Puma and snake are huge parts of the Inca Trilogy Sky, earth, and underworld.

The Incas believe that all condors are sacred and each represents the idea of heaven. In

Patagonia, these majestic birds are symbols of liberty, health, and power. From the image above

you can see the white “collar” leading to the bald head.

In Inca mythology, they see Condors as God's Messengers.
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LAKE TITICACA.

At 3,810m above sea level, straddling the borders of Bolivia and Peru. Lake Titicaca is the highest

lake in the world, navigable to large vessels. While a cool fact. It’s more likely that its

mesmerizing sapphire blue sheen and sweeping high-altitude scenery are Titicaca’s biggest

drawcards.

The lovely city of Puno sits on the western shore of Lake Titicaca. Also home to the �shing and

farming indigenous Uros people. And from there, you will take a boat excursion out to the man-

made Uros Islands.

The indigenous communities of over 2000 Uros people live on the �oating islands in Lake Titicaca.
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HUACACHINA DESERT OASIS
Peru does have it all. Beaches, mountains, cloud forests, jungles, and also the deserts too.

Surrounded by sand dunes in the middle of the scorching south Peruvian desert lies a

miraculous miniature village called Huacachina.

Nestled on the edge of a fringed palm-tree lagoon. Huacachina is in the middle of one of the

most desolate places on the continent.

Panoramic view of the miniature village of Huacachina in a Peruvian desert.

The picturesque oasis is 5 km from the city of Ica. Has developed a modest industry around

letting tourists blast around the desert on dune buggies and sandboards.
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HUASCARAN NATIONAL PARK

An adventurous, semi-o�-road ride roughly 440 km north of Lima leads you to one of Peru’s

most beautiful national parks. It’s also home to Nevado Huascaran, the highest peak in Peru at

over 6,600m.

Huascaran National Park at 6,000m

Submitting this snow-capped beauty is only for experienced climbers. But you can enjoy

fantastic views of the Cordillera Blanca range from numerous epic hiking trails within the park.

One of the most popular walks in short. Yet demanding high altitude trek to the stunning glacial

turquoise lake known as Laguna 69. In case you’re wondering about the name. Before creating

the park in 1975, all the lakes it encompassed were named.

While some had their indigenous Quechua names restored. Others are named after the

surveyors, who clearly weren’t feeling incredibly creative.
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THE SACRED VALLEY

Cusco is best known as the home base for excursions to Machu Picchu. Still, it’s also the

starting point for trips into another of Peru’s incredible archaeological sites, the Urumba Valley.

Also known as the Sacred Valley of the Incas.

The Incas built an incredibly advanced road system that included the tightly zig-zagging stretch

today through the Urubamba Valley. They once connected the settlement of Pisac to Machu

Picchu, 100 km to the northwest.

Cusco, often spelled as Cuzco, is a Peruvian city in the Andes.

Remember to take the old road out of Cusco through the Sacred Valley. And you’ll be up against

days’ worth of steep and narrow dirt tracks. With the breathtaking backdrop of the Andes as

your constant companion.
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BALLESTAS ISLANDS

Sometimes referred to as the “Galapagos of Peru.” (A nickname that may be just a tad

exaggerated.) It is a pristine o�shore wildlife sanctuary.

It’s an hour or two’s boat ride beyond the arid coastal cliffs of the Paracas National
Reserve.

The cluster of small islands is mostly made up of jagged rock formations and almost entirely

devoid of vegetation. Animals, however, exist here in abundance.

Sea Lions at play are the stars of the Ballestas Islands in Peru.

Colossal seabird colonies and Humboldt penguin colonies are the star attractions. But a short

cruise around the islands can also reward visitors with sightings of sea lions, dolphins, and

humpback whales. 
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PACAYA SAMIRIA NATIONAL RESERVE

Pacaya Samiria is best known as the ‘mirrored forest.’ and is home to over 1000 species including Macaws.

Located in the Amazon Basin and is completely �ooded for much of the year. Pacaya Samiria is

best known as the ‘mirrored forest.’ Mainly due to the re�ections, its towering tropical trees

cast over the water’s surface.

The reserve is one of the largest protected areas in Peru. It is a refuge for an astonishing 1,000

animal species. Including the jaguar, South American tapir, giant otter, macaw, and Amazon

River dolphin. 
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From Iquitos, the best way to experience the beauty of the flooded forest
is on a multi-day cruise. Ideally accompanied by an experienced wildlife

guide.

It's not just Motorcycle Riders who enjoy taking the perfect pic of the motorbikes.

To gain access to the park, you’ll have to base yourself in Iquitos. Said to be the ninth-most

populous Amazonian river port in Peru. Remember, with no road access (although the Peruvian

government has ambitious, environmentally questionable plans to change this.) Iquitos is

reached by either boat or plane.
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Landlocked and lacking the tourist’s draw cards compared to Ecuador and Peru's Paci�c-facing

neighbors. Bolivia ranks behind Guyana and Suriname as the least visited country in South

America.

Admittedly, there’s no Machu Picchu equivalent in Bolivia (with its accompanying 1.5 million

tourists annually). Nor does it possess a great wonder of nature as unique as Ecuador’s

Galapagos Islands.

And it isn’t just your stock-standard tourists who routinely skip past Bolivia on their Southern

American sojourns. Plenty of adventure motorcycle riders use the Pan-American Highway as a

rough route to follow while traversing the Americas.

Somewhat inconveniently for Bolivia, the world-famous Highway 1 completely
bypasses the entire country, crossing straight into Chile from Peru.

Understandably, tourist infrastructure in Bolivia remains comparatively basic, and the country

remains one of Latin America’s poorest.

On the upside. Bolivia-bound travelers diverging from the “Gringo Trail” will �nd a refreshing

absence of annoying crowds of tourists, along with the inevitable touts and in�ated prices.

If there are two things foreigners know about Bolivia, One is that it’s home to the infamous

Carretera de Los Yungas, or “Bolivia's Death Road.” (dramatic cue voice-over from every

“World’s Most Dangerous Road” TV show.)

The in-depth details about Bolivia’s Death Road & Beyond.

BOLIVIA

The second thing? Salt. In fact, it’s salt you can see from space. So vast are the crystal plains of

the enormous Salar de Uyuni salt pan. If you’re imagining a vast sodium desert and are getting

the impression that Bolivia is mostly, well… �at, you’d be very much mistaken.
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At roughly 3,650m elevation, La Paz is the world’s highest capital city, perched atop a mist-

shrouded plateau in the Andes. The Eastern Andes form a sweeping arc across the country,

dividing it into three climatic zones.

A Panoramic rooftop view of the Bolivian capital - La Paz.

North of La Paz, the Andes’s enormous peaks and canyons stretch to the borders of Brazil and

Peru. Beneath the western slopes of the Andes is a wildlife-rich tract of the Amazon Rainforest.

At the same time, the arid salt plains stretch across southwestern Bolivia into Chile.

If you’re riding South America, don’t skip Bolivia. Seriously, don’t. In a rush? Slow down. Bolivia

is one of the continent’s most unmissable destinations. With gorgeous Colonial towns,

incredible mountains, rainforest, desert scenery, and some genuinely incomparable riding.

Bolivia is one of the cheapest countries in South America. Here, you can visit the Amazon,

Andean volcanic parks, and cool Colonial cities for a fraction of the price compared to its more

famous neighbors. Check out these beautiful Bolivian highlights and be convinced.
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Throughout Bolivia, you are going to encounter Llamas and Alpacas so let's
give you Ten Fun Facts about them.

Llama Vs. Alpaca Image was previously published on the Modern Farmer website.

1. Llamas are larger than the Alpacas by around 30 cm in height and double to triple in

weight.

2. Llamas and Alpacas are cousins and to be fair do at �rst glance look similar.

3. Guess which of the two has the bigger ears. Yep, the Llamas.

4. Alpacas have been bred for over 5000 years for both �ber and as a source of meat.

5. In contrast, llamas have been utilized as pack animals for the same length of time.

6. Alpacas are the clear winners in producing larger and more colorful �eece

7. Llamas are independent and enjoy their own company, whereas Alpacas like a crowd.

8. Both Alpacas and Llamas have a tendency to spit when provoked. So be nice to them if you

want to avoid a deluge.

9. Again both species are the same when it comes to biting. They don´t as they only have

teeth on their bottom jawbone.

10. You can always hear a herd of Alpacas are closeby by hearing a continuous humming

sound. 45 - 158
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Salar de Uyuni

Bolivia has at least one record-breaking claim to fame up its sleeve. The Salar de Uyuni, a

seemingly endless, wind and sunburnt plain at 3,650 elevations, is the world’s largest salt plain

or playa.

Salar de Uyuni is the World's largest area of Salt Flats.

The evaporated remains of a colossal prehistoric lake, covered with coarse, crystalline salt cover

some10,000 sq km. Pure white, looking almost like snow from a distance, the salt crystals

blinking like gemstones baked beneath the desert sun.

However, due to dramatic seasonal shifts, the “Bolivian ice field” isn’t always
completely visible.

The region’s rain occurs almost entirely from November to April, usually in short bursts but

heavier downpours in January and March. After a good soaking, the pearly-white surface

becomes overlaid with a clear liquid sheen.
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This shallow “lake” acts as a natural mirror to the backdrop of the Andes. Re�ecting its rugged

cli�s and snow-strewn summits. The appearance of water also attracts pink armies of

�amingos who �ock from the coast to roost relatively protected in-land.

Image of visitors to a salt mine extraction site in the Salar de Uyuni.

Salar’s photogenic lake and seasonal wildlife are a major drawcard. Still, if your top priority is an

adventure. Then summer is when the Solar heats up as a playground for motor-powered high-

speed hijinks.

When the water evaporates, the salt plain’s beautifully barren land is exposed. Cracked into

distinctly hexagonal shapes that stretch to the horizon. Covering almost 12,000 sq km. You can

cover hours of ground tearing along the surface on a suitably kitted-up touring bike.

Without leaving a single tourist group in your wake. Running out of a straight dragline
is never a problem!

Unsurprisingly, several land speed record attempts have been made and broken here.
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The La Higuera Schoolhouse where “El Che” was executed.

“El Che'' was executed by �ring squad of one. Visit the Bolivian shrine over 50 years after his death.

Ernesto “Che” Guevara an Argentine-born revolutionary and guerrilla at the age of 39 faced a
�ring squad of one. A lone 25-year-old Bolivian Sergeant - Mario Terán Salazar was given the
order to �re his M2 carbine from point-blank range.

This young military soldier was a survivor of a gun battle with the guerrillas where some of the soldiers' comrades died the day
before. Terán Salazar took aim and shot his target in both his legs and arms before delivering the “coup de grâce.” 
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Potosi

A Bolivia 10 Pesos Bolivianos Banknote from 1962 featuring  Bolivian 41st President German Busch Becerra.

We love La Paz, Bolivia’s modest (relative to other South American metropolises at least)

mountaintop capital.  But the city of 1.8 million deserves an section of its own. While La Paz

(elevation 3,650m) claims to be the highest urbanized city in the world.

It’s the smaller, somewhat more charming city of Potosi (population 190,000) beating it by

quite a margin, sitting at 4,090m elevation. Spurred on by discovering alluvial silver deposits in

the region, the Spanish Conquistadors shook o� Potosi’s bone-chilling wind and weather.

Staking out a settlement region in 1545, the Iberian Settlers quickly enslaved the native

population. Now forced to do the dirty and dangerous work of stripping their land of its mineral

riches.
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By the 17th century, Potosi supplied almost half the world’s silver.

It even enjoyed a brief 17th-century stint as the world’s wealthiest city. The boon paid for

churches, cathedrals, mansions, and administrative buildings. Thus, making Potosi perhaps

Bolivia’s loveliest Colonial city and earning it a UNESCO World Heritage listing.

After �ve hundred years of relentless exploitation, most of the mines of silver. The Spanish

settlers simply �ed the town, leaving thousands of indigenous workers to fend for themselves.

Thousands of young Bolivians still make a living as miners at Potosi. They deal with the cold, dusty, and often snowy conditions

with a degree of solitude.

The precious metals remain locked inside Cerro Rico. A bizarre bald hill casts a cone-shaped

shadow over the settlement’s squat-sized cottages. Thousands of local and migrant miners still

scrape out a living here. Seemingly unprotected by safety regulations of any enforceable sort.
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El Tio Potosi miners god of giving them good fortune for Coca leaves and cigarettes.

Landscape view of both the Cerro Rico and Potosi.

Non-claustrophobic tourists can explore Cerro Rico on a fascinating tour, where the miners’

daily duties hazards are frighteningly apparent.
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Sucre

A landscape view of Sucre, the Bolivian o�cial capital.

Sucre was granted World Heritage status for the Colonial craftsmanship of its new historical

center. Most people think of La Paz (Bolivia’s o�cial seat of government) as the city’s capital.

But the much smaller Sucre is the country’s o�cial capital.

With its signature whitewashed buildings. The central plaza of the “White City” is charming.

You will also notice it is �anked by the Catedral Metropolitana, Liberty Building, and the

excellent Museo del Toro.

Head to the bell tower of Sucre’s stunning Convento de San Felipe Neri. Then, climb up the stairs

for a magical view of the white-walled city. Despite its capital city status. Sucre has a small-

town air with a sophisticated touch, o�ering the best dining and nightlife outside La Paz.
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Torotoro National Park

Bolivia has �ve national parks, each of them astoundingly unique. There’s Amboro at the

crossroads of the Andes. The northern Chaco and the Amazon Basin, Kaa Iya, one of the last

refuges of the majestic jaguar. Also, Samboro, where snow-capped volcanoes and bubbling hot

springs sprout from the sweeping altiplano.

But, as this is about motorcycling. We’ve got to hand the prize to Torotoro as Bolivia’s
number one parquet Nacional for Adventure Motorcycle Riders.

Between 2,000m and 3,000 altitudes in the Western Andes, this is an ancient land of serpentine

or winding canyons. Bizarre rock formations and cli�side caves.

The Jurassic landscape is all the more appropriate when you consider that over 3,500 perfectly

preserved dinosaur footprints have formed 120-million-year-old trails inside the park’s sun-

scorched plains.

Fossilized Dinosaur Tracks at Torotoro National Park in Bolivia.
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Torotoro lies in a rock-strewn valley, interspersed by craggy peaks, caves, emerald pools, and

waterfalls. Hence, it is best viewed from the top of the spectacular amber-hued Tortoro Canyon.

300m deep, the canyon’s walls and �oors are home to endangered Andean condors and scarlet

macaws.

Bolivia's Toro-Toro Jurassic caverns are a must for all Adventure Motorcycle Riders.

Torotoro should be among Bolivia’s tourist hotspots – but there’s a hitch. Public
transport from La Paz is a slow, painful, slightly terrifying two-day affair.

Of course, that inconvenience is obliterated when you’ve got a bike instead of a rickety bus to

rely on. In fact, the 140 km road from Cochabamba represents unadulterated unpaved Jurassic

ecstasy.

It alternates between half-�nished pavement, rough gravel, and pure dust.  With the odd water

crossing, the road whips its way around the mountainside, one ridiculous bend after another.
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Tiwanaku

This image shows the Statue of Kalasasaya Temple in Tiwanaku, Bolivia.

While no ancient city in the Americas compares to Machu Picchu. The mighty Incan Empire may

not have been so grand if Tiwanaku hadn’t preceded it. Now a World Heritage Site. The ruins of

the once monumental city of the Tiwanaku civilization sit 3,900m above sea level.

Flanked by mountain ranges to the west and Lake Titicaca to the south. Between 600 and 800

AD, Tiwanuku’s powers extended across the southern Andes. The population swelled to an

estimated 70,000 residents.

However, persistent drought (and it’s surmised, the odd violent uprising) brought the city to
its knees. By 1,000 AD, the most important pre-Incan Empire in the Andes was no more.

While a succession of raids, looting, and botched excavations means much of the city remains

buried or destroyed. An excursion to the ancient capital is still fascinating. With relatively few

tourists, it’s easy to imagine yourself as a ghostly ruler.
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Lake Titicaca

The proud owners of Lake Titicaca are the impressive Uros people. They claim to have black blood and they never feel the cold.

The Incas regarded Titicaca, South America’s largest lake, as the birthplace of their civilization.

Witness its vast expanse of sapphire blue freshwater sprinkled with green and gold islets.

It plunges to a depth of 280m. The surface lies at 3,812m, straddling the altiplano of
Peru and Bolivia.

Lake Titicaca is one of Peru’s �agship attractions. Hence, the number of sightseers, shops,

restaurants, and souvenir spruikers re�ects its popularity. Since Bolivia welcomes a fraction of

the number of visitors compared with Peru, the Bolivian section of the lake is immeasurably

more serene and far less commercialized.

The Bolivian south-east side of the lake is also regarded as more picturesque than the Peruvian

side. The snow-capped spine of the Cordillera Real creates a mesmerizing backdrop beyond the

eastern shore.
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The jumping-o� point for Lake Titicaca in Bolivia is the ragtag tourist pitstop town, Copacabana.

From here, you can boat out to the largest of the lake’s 40 islands, Isla del Sol. While Yumani

village on the south end of the island is one of Titicaca’s most developed population centers,

there’s no motorized tra�c.

Instead, a network of rocky trails traverses the island’s sandy beaches and archaeological sites,

best dating to pre-Inca Tiwanaku culture.

Totora Boats moored on Lake Titicaca near the town called Puno which sees many visitors from Bolivia and Peru.
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Maddi National Park
Despite the claims of a particular crazy Brazilian nationalist politician, the Amazon Rainforest is

not Brazil’s exclusive plaything. It's also the world’s largest rainforest that spans eight South

American countries, including northwest Bolivia.

Maddi National Park protects around 11,200 sqm of the Amazon. From the foothills of the Andes

to its wetlands, rivers, rolling grasslands, and tangled vegetation.

One of the most biodiverse places on earth. Bolivia’s few remaining indigenous Amazonian
populations still take refuge within the tropical rainforest.

Today, Maddi is establishing itself as an eco-tourism alternative to the more well-trodden

Peruvian parks across the border. Of course, Eco-lodges o�er nature observation walks beneath

the forest canopy and provides a glimpse into the culture and lifestyle of the Amazon’s

indigenous guardians.

Maddi National Park is a protected jungle paradise, and home to record numbers of plants and species that were established in
1995.

Bring your best hiking kit and wet weather gear and be prepared for some challenging terrain as

you search for medicinal plants. Occasionally, stare up at a vine-swinging sloth, or catch a

glimpse of a jaguar, puma, pink river dolphin, or one of the roughly 1,000 bird species.
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Corioco
Two hours from La Paz in the Yungas district, the small town of Coroico sits on the shoulders of

the mist-shrouded Cerro Uchumach. Now, imagine, gazing out over a panorama of lush rivers

and canyons. All nestled in cloud-covered mountain peaks, patchwork farms, villages, and

co�ee plantations.

Overlooking the compact little town lies misty mountains beyond; It serve as a base for some of

Bolivia’s most hardcore adventure activities.

The modest tourism industry has sprung up around nature and adventure here with hikes to

hidden waterfalls, abseiling, canyoning, and climbing for the cli� crawlers.

And Coroico marks the start of the infamous original North Yungas Road or “ Bolivia's Death

Road,” which winds its way through dense forest and high mountain passes on its way to La

Paz.

Bolivia's Death Road & Beyond. This image shows a small burial rock monument acting as the site of a deadly accident.

While the old Yungas Road has become practically disused by local tra�c, the daredevil desire to

tackle it on two wheels has made it one of Bolivia’s bucket list attractions.
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Cut into the side of the Cordillera Oriental Range is a zig-zagging gravel goat track. It links the

Andean capital of La Paz with the Yungas region in the Bolivian Amazon. You will know it as

Bolivia's Death Road.

The single-lane North Yungas Road has earned international infamy as “the most dangerous

road on earth.” Its 60km length includes 29 hairpins, a heart-stopping 3,500m of descent, and

almost ever-present rain and fog.

A mere 3.2 wide road straddles one side of the mountain. While on the other side sheer

precipices plunge up to a kilometer below into a graveyard of scattered wreckage.

Carretera de Los Yungas – Bolivia's Death Road.
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Before a paved, dual lane alternative opened in 2006, Bolivia's Death Road
landslides and collisions claimed dozens, if not hundreds, of lives every year.

These days, locals rarely use the road, which is fortunate. Hence, the tra�c is now primarily

pushing biking tourists in matching vests and helmets and the odd motorcycle explorer.

If you’re attempting Bolivia's Death Road on a motorcycle, solid o�-roading skills are a must to

manage the precariously slippery surfaces. Many are drenched in parts by cli�side waterfalls

that tumble onto the road below.

The climb from the steamy foothills of Yolosa to the stark, windswept La Cumbre Pass (4,650m)

is thrillingly beautiful.

An explicit image by Blaine Harrington III shows one of the many dangers of negotiating Bolivia's Death Road.

Furthermore, the mist sometimes periodically lifts to reveal breathtaking views over the

altiplano and emerald canopy of the Amazon Rainforest.
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The climb from the steamy foothills of Yolosa to the stark, windswept La Cumbre Pass (4,650m) is thrillingly beautiful.

Fun map of the Bolivia Death Road from La Paz to Yolosa, previously published by Tarnmoor.

Now let's head in the opposite direction to Philias Fogg and turn our

handlebars towards Europe.
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FRANCE
In-depth details for the best kept secrets of Motorcycling in France
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Motorcycling in France has got to be less stressful than riding a bicycle on the Tour de France.

For a start, you Motorbike Riders, each have a powerful engine underneath you.
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Let’s see what you can experience.

First, the likely weather conditions will be in your favor, Southern Europe has mild weather

most of the year, not too hot and not too cold. You can expect rain at times, so when packing,

don’t forget your all-weather clothing to meet any weather conditions that may arise.

Not only that the French roads are of a very high standard, so comfort when riding will be there

most of the time. But also like all seasoned Adventure Motorbike Riders, you can expect some

gravel and dirt surfaces that will challenge your skills.

No visit to France cannot happen without starting or finishing in the ‘City of Light’ – Paris.

There are two theories regarding the nickname of the City of Light. The �rst is down to the vast

number of Academics, writers, and Artists staying up all night creating their magic. The other

theory was that Paris led the way in Europe by installing street lights.

This European capital is the home of monumental museums and historical architecture, street-

side cafes, restaurants, bistros, theaters, and parks. As I compose this section, I know for sure

you will fall in love with the idea of discovering this wonderful European city.

Here are Ten quirky but fun facts you may not know:

1. The most iconic Ei�el Tower was only supposed to brie�y demonstrate the city’s superior

construction and technical skills in 1889. It transpired the locals of the day hated it, and

many protested against its staying. Little did they know how much tourism value it would

become.

2. For you, Tour Riders, keep an eye out for the only STOP sign in the city on the 16th

Arrondissement. Whereas everywhere else, you must give way to the right.

3. You can line up with the 9 million annual visitors to the Louvre Museum. It’s the home of

the famous Mona Lisa and with over 35,000 art pieces on display from every corner of the

globe.
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4. If you discover the “New Bridge” (Pont Neuf), remember it’s the oldest surviving stone

bridge with pedestrianized sidewalks left in the city.

Believe it or not, there exists not one but two Statues of Liberty. The famous one, of
course, in New York, and a smaller one here in Paris.

   Both were constructed to face each other to symbolize the friendship between the USA and France.

5. Not many cities can boast of having their beaches, but France can. There are small beaches

on the banks of the River Seine; when the weather is right, you´ll see many Parisians

swimming in the river or sunbathing on the sandy banks.

6. For a great photo opportunity for you, Touring Riders head to the Place de la Concorde

Square. Here you will discover a fully functioning Sundial. A gift from Egypt back in the

19th Century with the surrounding pavements displaying the Roman numerals.

7. There is the opportunity to stand on the �ve concrete spots where the old guillotine once

stood for the history bu�s amongst you. If you love gruesome history, follow the signs to

the corner of Roquette and La Croix-Faubin Rue (Street.)

The last vestige of a parisian guillotine is on the corner of Rue La Croix-Faubin and Rue De La Roquette.
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8. Many of you Riders may well have spent time in the military wearing your camou�age

clothing with pride. Did you know the word Camou�age roughly translated in English

means Make up for the Stage?

Now we are not saying anything but….

9. In all cities in the world, you will �nd a mass of pigeons. No di�erent here in Paris, except

many of these pigeons hold a rank in the French Army.

If you head to Mont Valerien, which is situated close to the outskirts of Paris, you´ll �nd more

information on this quirky and fun-to-know fact.

Now, before you leave the French capital, you will need to get your head
around this next bit of information to assist you when Motorcycling in

France.
 is divided into twenty-two regions. (Easy bit.) Each  is divided into

departments. (slightly harder to remember.) Subsequently, the departments were 

The French landmass region

subdivided

into 342 arrondissements. (now starting to panic.)

, 

 are

 The arrondissement subdivided into 3,883 cantons. (Now we need a co�ee.) These

cantons  subdivided into 36,569 communes…(Stop, we need a double Cognac instead.) As we

compose this piece of information we think we got it right! 

For every Parisian, there are seven dogs. The French love their canine friends
to the tune of living with over 300,000 of them in Paris alone.
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Many people come to video, paint, and take as many pics as possible. Now we enjoy taking

photos and videos, but painting is not an art form we have any skills to boast of.

In contrast to the bustling city of Paris the beautiful village of L’Angles, with picturesque

buildings, medieval streets, and a ruined cli�-top Castle. All are giving testimony to the One

hundred years of friendship with the English.

Ok, now you are leaving Paris on your next motorcycling stage in France to
Correze in the Loire Valley.

Later you will arrive at the martyr village and Memorial Center of Oradour Sur Glane.

The beautiful village of L’Angles, with picturesque buildings, medieval streets, and a ruined cli�-top Castle.
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Just after the second world war, a village was built near the original village in remembrance of

the 643 massacred civilian men, women, and also, children by a troop of nearly 200 Wa�en SS.

This horri�c historical event happened on the 10th of June 1944. The gruesome details of the

men separated, then executed. Followed by the women and children now enclosed in the local

church before they succumbed to their fate.

Here, the Nazis massacred them by the use of grenades, gas, and machine-guns to ensure

oblivion. Later, to attempt some form of a cover-up, the church was set alight, ensuring no one

would survive to tell the story. Finally, the village was pillaged, and within a short period, all

was reduced to ruins.

Two more facts from this atrocity, this event happened four days after the D-day landings, and
miraculously seven survived. Five men were protected by the bodies on top of them.

Not only that, one woman escaped after being shot �ve times while escaping from a church
window, and also a child miraculously escaped death.

The martyr village and Memorial Center of Oradour Sur Glane.
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Now, your next stop will be Uzerche. The roots of this old town are found going back to the 5th

Century. Originally built on a rocky outcrop to allow for maximum defense.

Add the location of the River Vezere and the local medieval trading crossroads, Hence, Uzerche

has managed to build up a long cultural heritage that has survived to this day.

Uzerche has many castles, turreted buildings, hotels, and restaurants, of which many were also

built by the local nobility.

There is a saying here that “He who owns a house in Uzerche has a castle in
the Limousin.”

Another 111 miles away from Uzerche lies another medieval town named after a goat’s milk

cheese – Rocamadour.

The forti�ed town of Uzerche can trace its 10th Century roots to the Gauls in Pre-Roman times.

Rocamadour is a small village built on a cli�top. It has many religious buildings, including the

Chapelle Notre-Dame. Here you visit the Black Madonna statue, carved from walnut wood and

dates back to the 12th Century.
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It is said the Black Madonna guides all through their darkness and represents
their inner process of transformation.

The Chapelle Notre-Dame in Rocamadour.
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Next comes the most picturesque Medieval Village in France called Turenne. With its hilltop

location, you are treated to the �nest panoramas you will ever witness on this Secrets of France

Motorcycle Tour.

Take in the sights of the dense forests and lush-looking countryside below you and for miles in

the distance. On other visits, you will also mingle with hikers and Pilgrims.

Many honey-colored houses were topped with stone slate or slab houses, owned by
descendants of Noblemen and upper classes from the 15th and 17th Centuries.

On your tour to France, you will also visit the Castle of Castelnau Bretenoux, the old town of

Igeac, and the Champollion House.

A map image of the French region of Southern Correze and Quercy in the Dordogne Region.

The tour continues by leading you through scenic routes of the french region
known as Southern Correze & Quercy.

Following such a great day of motorcycling through the Dordogne region, it’s time to venture

further to the Milau Viaduct and the Valley of Tarn.
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You will take in the picture-postcard sights of the Village Estaing, the Medieval village of

Conques, and also, the Hole of Bozouls.

Estaing, one of the ten local villages in Aveyron, lies at the feet of the impressive Aubrac

Mountains. (Yes, you will be negotiating the mountain routes.)

Conques village is a mecca draw for all french culture admirers. You will �nd many ambling

along deep in thought or occupying the many sidewalk cafe chairs deep in conversation with

anyone who will listen.

At the Milau Viaduct, you will be pleased to know you have arrived at what was once deemed

impossible to achieve, the tallest cable-stayed bridge in the world.

The Millau Viaduct has a span of 669 feet (204m) and a lifetime estimated at 120 years.

This one spans the valley and crosses the River tarn below for over 200 meters. The bridge’s

height is impressive too, standing 19 meters higher than the Ei�el Tower back in Paris at 343 m.

The Valley of Tarn and Lot Rivers were formed by glacier erosions over thousands of years.

Melted water gathered at the bottom of the valley to create Corries or tarns (Scottish terms for

Pots and Lochs.)
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The Hole of Bozouls is a natural canyon shaped like a horseshoe. A canyon that measures 400

meters across, and its depth is more than 100 meters.

The Hole of Bozouls or Trou de Bozouls is really a very large horseshoe-shaped canyon carved out of secondary limestone by the

Dourdou torrent at its foot for thousands of years.

You may well be in need of a rest, therefore feast your eyes on this Geological phenomenon, so

pause and let your camera work overtime for you.

Staying in the valley of the Tarn while motorcycling in France will allow you to
enjoy canoeing on the Tarn River and negotiating the Gorges simultaneously.

Where you can venture to the Causse Mejean Plateau and also, to the Aven
Armand Cave if you are not into canoeing.
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The Causse Mejean gorge-gouged limestone Plateau an UNESCO World Heritage Site.

The Causse Mejean Plateau is described, by many, as breathtakingly wild and the least populated

region in France. (See, Mike and his MotoDreamer Team did say they would take Adventure

Riders too many hidden gems, and this will surely be one you will never forget.)

You will discover another gem when you visit the Aven Armand Caves, located in the heart of the

Causse Mejean Plateau near the commune of Meyruels.

This cave’s immense underground chamber was discovered with its 400 stalagmites by Louis

Armand in 1897. You will meet the Grand Stalagmite, which is the largest stalagmite in the

world at an incredible 30 meters in height.
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Aven Armand  Limestone Caves and home to the world's tallest stalagmite.

Explore the cave that could easily house the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris with room to spare,

also, with the voice of a Jules Verne character narrating all that you see around you.

You will ride for another 122 miles through the Dordogne region as part of your
Motorcycle Tour to the River Jonte Gorges and the Steenimie valley.

If you love the power of nature, you will not be disappointed in this region.
These majestic looking gorges of the River Jonteover the centuries have hollowed out vast

amounts of limestone, leaving the panoramic plateaux before you with the canyon-like

backdrop.

With every turn, every bend, and over every hill climb, make sure you look up. Like the

Highlands of Scotland, you will also be amazed at the changing scenery you witness on your

motorbike.

By midday, you should have reached Mont Lozere National Park of Cevennes. Here you will be at

the highest peak of the park at 1,699 Meters above sea level. The locals for at least the past 100

years have chosen to ski here in the winter months.
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Visit on foot via the approach road to the village of La Garde Guerin. All vehicles are not

permitted in this isolated but beautifully preserved rocky plateau location. The locals have built a

car park next to the Gated entrance for all their visitors.

The village of La Garde Guerin is ranked as the most beautiful restored medieval village in France.

Check out the narrow cobbled stone streets protected by the walled
fortifications called Porte du Rachas - Porte Saint Michel.

 village dates back to the 12th Century, but the Medieval houses and buildings you will see

were built between the years 1595 to 1597.

The

Why am I so precise on the dates? They had no choice as the village was almost destroyed during

the—Wars of Religion.

Your next 96 miles of riding will take you towards the Ardeche high Valleys
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Look at the map above. What a distance you have achieved so far since leaving
Paris, and it’s not over yet.

Now, it’s time to visit the picturesque and historic villages of Vogue and Balazuc, with both

clinging to the terraced hillsides of the wild and rugged Mont Gerbier de Jonc as their backdrop,

as many before you have experienced; the mountain will attract you just like a magnet.

Then, you can climb to the summit of this mountain within a short space of time for free; also,

from there, take in the 360-degree panorama of the Alps to the East, Les Boutieres,  and both the

Rhone & Cevennes valleys.

Not forgetting the volcanoes of the Massif in the west and their impressive 1886 meter height.

The vistas will astound you for sure.

Not only that, imagine climbing “The Mont” as close to sunrise as possible and
witnessing the Sun sliding above the horizon and seeing nature slowly waking up.

As we know, after climbing mountain summits and taking in all that clean air you will sleep like

a log. When waking up in the morning, you’ll �nd yourself ready again to see what comes next

on your tour. Let’s push on….

You will ride a further 124 miles southwards to the next viaduct called the Garabit. Once you see

the sight of this viaduct, you will be close to the Summit of Puy and the Saucy Pass.
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After spending time taking in all this tranquility and beauty, you will visit the Spa Town of Le

Mont-Dore. This place is a thermal and skiing resort that caters to everyone all year.

Let's go where Phileas Fogg did not go - Africa.

The Summit of Puy de Dome volcano at 1,465 meters is the highest sleeping volcano of the Chaine des Puys.
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Le Mont-Dore is a village way up high in the volcanic mountains. A paradise for the Summer

Hikers and the place to be for the Skiers in Winter.

With its volcanic past, volcanic springs, and waterfalls, the locals have had time to create

thermal baths. The water will relieve many from rheumatology and respiratory illnesses.

Now it’s time to experience clean water and fresh air in a thermal setting.
Time to put the riding gear into a locker and enjoy the moment. You Riders can relax and also

experience body modeling and hydrotherapy treatment. How can you refuse?

As if not all of the above is enough for you, your �nal visit today will be to the Croix ST Robert

Pass, Salers Village, the Royal Church of Orcnal, the old town of Aubusson, and also, various

castles in the Loire valley.
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UGANDA
The in-depth details for about our Motorcycle Safari in Uganda

Let’s go on a safari together and see what we can discover.

For tourists, Uganda is the perfect location for getting up real close to animals, birds, and East

African tribes and their cultures.

Motorcycle Safari in Uganda.
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The Big 5 term originated with the Queen Victorian era trophy hunters back in the 1800s. They did not

use digital cameras to shoot the African Elephant, the Bu�alo, Rhino, Lion, or the shy Leopard.

There followed nearly 200 years of trophy hunting to bring them close to extinction.

The practice of hunting these animals continues today legally in South Africa. Happily, the

Ugandans did not and are more than happy to show o� their massive array of animals to us all.

Uganda is unique. It’s the only country in the world that allows Motorcycle safari to get real

close to the ‘Big 5’ and all its other wildlife neighbors.

Now, imagine yourself on a motorcycle safari in Uganda.

In the dry seasons, you can guarantee the heat will bring all the animals to
wherever there are some of their favorite freshwater sources.

Silhouette of a large African Elephant on one of his many walks.
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You can be there, especially when you are on a boating trip on the Kazinga
Channel or Queen Elizabeth National Park.

Yes, you can rest from your motorcycle safari and sit on a Ugandan boat instead. This time

viewing the crocodiles, hippos, rhinos, lions, hyenas, gira�es, elephants, and other thirsty

wildlife. Happily, you will be sharing their waters with them.

Then, imagine spending time exploring tea plantations and meeting East African tribes. On

occasions, you will be negotiating o�-road terrains.

All the National Parks are full of exotic birds and curious wildlife, including chimpanzees,

gira�es, and many lions, all in their natural habitat.

Silverback Mountain Gorilla looks serious on a dark background.

If you are privileged, you’ll spend time with the last of only two communities of Silverback

Mountain Gorillas in the world. (More about these “big boys” later.)

Sorry, they are not the tea-sharing type, but if you have a good heart, they will tolerate

you and may even look up and smile back.
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Time for some background on the country of Uganda.

Topographics of Uganda.

Uganda is situated on the East side of Africa. No seas or oceans are bordering it. Its nearest ocean

would be the Indian Ocean, some 800 km away. Uganda does have Sudan to its north. Kenya to

its west. The Democratic Republic of Congo to its east. Lastly, Rwanda and Tanzania to its south.

All ideally placed for a motorcycle safari tour.

This situation leaves Uganda as a landlocked country. With a landmass of 200,523 square km of

undulating beauty to behold.

Uganda is broken up into four regions: the Northern, Eastern, Western, and Central Regions.

Kampala is the country’s capital and is located near Lake Victoria. (The second largest lake in the

world and named after Queen Victoria.)

Experience many new memories and adventures in the ideally placed
Western region of Uganda.
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Uganda has a growing population.

Since 1911, Uganda has recorded its growing numbers of people via Census counts. In the last

Census published in 2016, they declared the population had grown to 34.6 million. As of 2019,

the Ugandan population has now risen to over 44 million.

Subsequently, Uganda now has the second youngest population in the world. The
majority of its citizens are under the age of 15.

Many believe the high birth rates and lack of education contribute to over 2 million babies being

born each year. Most mothers will have six or more children.

Back in 2002, the �gure was 24.2 million, thus giving them an average population growth rate of

roughly 3% per year. There are slightly more females (55.4%) than males (44.6%) in the Uganda

population.

They mainly live in approximately 7.3 million households situated in urban areas. Thereby

giving the average household a population size of 4.7 each.

Kampala, the capital, has a population count of 1.5 million. Here you will hear many
speaking in either English or Swahili.

When passing through on your motorcycles, you will see thousands of smaller bikes, with many

riders without proper protective apparel. No helmets. Also, many of these same riders and bikes

are the Taxis of the highway!

You may well see Ugandan own designed vehicles under the name of Kiira Motors. This success

story started back in 2007, and now you can see electric hybrid cars and buses.

Over one million Indigenous tribal people are living in Uganda.

The Batwa tribes are one of �ve communities of indigenous people in Uganda. Their roots are

from the ancient communities of hunters and gatherers. The Batwa number around 6,700, and

they live mainly in the Southwestern region of Uganda.
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You will meet these impoverished, marginalized, socially and politically exploited tribal people

with their past rapidly disappearing. Their spirit keeps them going, and they always smile when

welcoming strangers on their big noisy machines.

Seeing you guys on one of the motorcycle safari tours never ceases
to amaze them.

Ugandans enjoy a warm tropical Climate. Their four seasons are spread out very similar to South

America.

Season Months Average Climate Info.

Dry December
to February

Jan & Feb are Uganda’s hottest months, and
you can expect temps in the 24° to 33°C  or 52°
to 91°F.

Wet March to
May

In May time the temperatures start to fall to an
acceptable 24° (76°F)

Dry June to
July

As in the previous dry season, you can expect
the temperatures to go higher the further north
you go.

Wet September
to
November

Similar �gs as the previous wet season. Also
can drop further to 17.3°C or 63°F
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What can you expect to expereince on the motorcycle safari in Uganda?

As you ride through the magni�cent terrains of Western Uganda, you will see it silhouetted in

the distance, the Ruwenzori Mountains.

These mountain peaks of 16,761 feet (5,109 meters) hold the only chance that you may have of

seeing snow ( .) Nevertheless, they do have, on occasion, visible glaciers.Very. rare

Uganda’s Waterfalls & Lakes

Uganda’s abundance of waterfalls is waiting for you to motorcycle towards, each one leaving

you speechless and in awe on your arrival.

Now, imagine the above Ugandan road in the wet season.

In words to describe each of them – SPECTACULAR & LEGENDARY springs to
mind.
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Ugandan street food and grasshopper eating.

Uganda has several spectacular waterfalls
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Like countries worldwide, the street fayre is widespread and often the day’s main

meal for millions of people.

Uganda street fayre is no di�erent. Here you will �nd many Ugandans standing in the streets

eating their favorite fruits and vegetables. Or They are eating “Rolex Rolls” on a typical colored

basket with an omelet layered with vegetables mixed and rolled in a fried chapati.

Then you will come across youngsters weaving their way through the tra�c, laden with a

basket or plastic buckets of ready-to-eat deep-fried or boiled grasshoppers.

Like crickets and termites, Grasshoppers are extraordinarily protein-rich.

Image showing a plastic bowl of ready-to-eat grasshoppers courtesy of nudf.org.
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These grasshoppers are a cultural delicacy, enjoyed by the masses of Ugandans for centuries.

The grasshoppers come out just after each wet season has begun. The local consumers enjoy a

mini-season in May and go for it in the month of November.

As the industry is not regulated, you will see all Ugandans, no matter their status enjoying

grasshopper eating.

Our preference would be deep-fried; looking at a bucket load of boiled insects just doesn’t do it for us.

Uganda has many national parks, lakes, landscapes, and abundant wildlife like the gira�e in the pic above.

With every turn you make, you will be amazed at the closeness you can achieve either on foot or

on the back of your motorcycle.

All those wildlife programs you grew up with. From such likes as David Attenborough and Steve

Irwin, who willingly gave us their experiences and worldly knowledge. Now all alive around you

and not on a TV screen.

You have ridden on your motorcycle to experience an adventure. You now have the Panoramic

images of the landscape of Queen Elizabeth National Park at sunrise and the sunset to look

forward to.
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Let your camera/video equipment do its job and capture as much as you can
see and wish to remember.

Now imagine you have captured this image of a Gerenuk (Litocranius walleri). She is also known

as the Waller’s Gazelle.

These antelopes with their long necks can be found everywhere in Uganda. How close can your

image be?

Now it’s time for you to meet the “Big Boys.”

Say Hello to the Silverback Mountain Gorillas.
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Image of a Silverback Mountain gorilla looking up and asking himself, “where did all

those motorcycle guys come from? They seem friendly and intelligent enough.”

Our big friends have gone through some tough times. Sadly they will always need our help and

protection. One of the ways to preserve these majestic animals is controversial enough though

visiting them as the high fees pay for maintaining the parks and the many rangers who help

protect the Gorilla’s.

We’ll have a fantastic time with the Silverback Mountain Gorilla Community. It
definitely is one of the highlights of the Motorcycle Safari Tour in Uganda for

sure.
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Lake Victoria sit ideally on the Equator Line

You can ponder over the following facts:

 Lake Victoria is the largest lake on the African Continent at a massive 68,800 sq km. Only

in the world does Lake Superior reign as King with an impressive 82,103 sq km.

 A British Army Captain called John Haning Speke named this huge lake after his British

Queen. Lake Victoria is a �tting name in honor of his then Queen.

 With that timeline, it is no wonder that it has an incredible history to explore. One such

point is that the lake in its time has lost its rainfall totally on many occasions. The last

episode occurred some 17,000 years ago.

 The lake shares its shores with Uganda, Tanzania, and Kenya. It is the source of the mighty

Nile River. This freshwater �ows out from Uganda and rushes non-stop through the East

of Africa. Aiming for Egypt and �nally merging with the Mediterranean Sea.

 If you think Baby Boomers are old, just imagine you are over 400,000 years old, like the

lake.
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 The ferries crossing the lake originated back in the 1890s. When the British commenced

crossings with boat service as part of the Ugandan Railway Service.

 For any exotic Bird Watchers, you will be pleased with this lake being home to massive

numbers of di�erent birds. Watch out for ducks, geese, pelicans, egrets, cormorants, and

eagles.

 Right in front of your eyes, many of them will be displaying their hunting skills when

searching for their midday meal of fresh �sh.

 If hippo watching is your bag, again, you will not be disappointed. You will �nd many

grazing along the lake’s shoreline and bays.

If you fancy swimming in the lake I would avoid it for two reasons: One, at its
deepest. It is 276 feet. Second, the lake contains the Bilharzia Parasite.

Best to avoid this Snail Fever danger.

The �nal image has to be this one of a trio of Rhinos from their behinds, saying “Goodbye for now”.

Kwaheri Kwa Sasa.
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OMAN + DUBAI
The In-Depth details for our trip to the middle east - Sultans of Oman +

Dubai.

If you haven’t heard much about motorcycle touring in Oman & Dubai, it’s not for the lack of

good riding. As an adventure motorcycle touring destination, the region is world-class. And

Oman’s yet-to-be-exploited tourism industry makes it even better still.  

The largest city in the United Arab Emirates - Dubai hides a few cultural gems despite its

reputation as a socially segregated sanctuary for cashed-up expats and playboy sheiks.

Oman is something of the last frontier for motorcycle touring. On the other hand, Oman

remains a question mark on the map even among many around-the-world adventure

motorcycle riders. Due to misconceptions about the region and its potential for genuinely

exciting riding.

Adventure Motorcycle Touring is making in-roads in Oman. With its promise of
authentic Bedouin desert camps, camelback safaris, and hidden tropical

beaches.
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Camelback safaris at night in the desert. Image was previously published by Extraordinary Journeys.

The peaceful Sultanate has preserved thriving Arabic, Muslim and tribal traditions and boasts a

fabulous interior landscape.

The scenery alternates between mesmerizing Martian plains, towering desert dunes, and

mountain ridges. Punctuated by occasionally snow-dusted peaks (yes, it does snow in the

Middle East – at around 3,000m above sea level!)

The spectacular Western Hajar Mountains harbor ancient forts and 500-year-old mudbrick

hamlets. On the coast of Al Batinah, �shing villages sit shoulder-to-shoulder with beach resorts

facing a glittering gulf coast.

Far to the north, the Musandam Peninsula in the Sultanate is at its most stunning. Here, the

Hajar Mountains tumble into the ultramarine waters of the Arabian Gulf in fjord-like coves and

valleys. Creating sublime natural swimming pools known as the same name given to

the cool turquoise lagoons dotted throughout Oman’s desert canyons.

wadis – 
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But what about adventure motorcycle touring in Oman?

If you picture the Middle East as one giant �at desert/oil �eld. With nothing but sand and

straight roads, that image de�nitely doesn’t describe Oman.  

The Hajar Mountains tumble into the ultramarine waters of the Arabian Gulf in fjord-like coves and valleys.

While Dubai serves mostly as a pit stop and thoroughfare, Oman o�ers combustion engines and

two-wheeled thrills of the highest order.

Carved into its mountainous spine are thousands of kilometers of pristine paved roads and

rarely-explored side routes. That sweep twists and glides through a country of sun-weathered

canyons, precarious passes, towering dunes, and jewel-like oases.

Dubai and Oman are among the most traveler-friendly places in the Arab region. But there are a

few things �rst-time visitors should be aware of.
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INTRODUCTION TO DUBAI

This image showcases a typical Oman Road sign in both Arabic and English.

It is probably the most international city globally (85% of its residents are expatriates);

ironically, Dubai is the world’s gateway to the Middle East. If you’re traveling by air to Arabia,

your �rst stop will undoubtedly be here or in Abu Dhabi’s capital.

The stereotypical image of Dubai is a billionaire developer’s paradise on steroids. A glittering

arti�cial oasis overlooking a manicured coast complete with arti�cial islands.
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Yet despite its materialistic sheen. Dubai is still part of an ostensibly Islamic
country; The native lifestyle still exists, even if it is hard to see at first

glance.

If you �nd yourself with a couple of extra days in Dubai. Forget the �ashy o�erings of the tourist

brochures and seek out some traditional Emirati culture.

Old Dubai is the heart of the city. With a maze of narrow alleys lined with colored mud and coral

buildings, miniature mosques, and souks.

Its maze of narrow alleyways, lined with colored clay buildings, miniature mosques, souks,

street food sellers, and the scent of spices, perfume, and incense – a slice of Arabian Nights

beneath the shadows of steely skyscrapers.

The cheapest souvenirs in town are found in Old Dubai’s markets. And unlike in
the Marina District malls, you won’t be thrown out for haggling here.

It’s also full of halal hangouts and street stalls where you can snack on freshly grilled 

  ,  (herbed �atbread stu�ed with cheese), and Arab-style

shawarma

and shish tawook manakeesh  samboosa.
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Dubai has a reputation for being excruciatingly expensive. But, forgo �ve-star �ash for Old

Dubai neighborhoods like Bur Dubai, Karama, Deira, Satwa, and Jumeirah. And you’ll �nd plenty

of a�ordable guesthouses, hostels, and business hotels.

Dubai – Things to Know Before you Go

Customs, etiquette, and what to wear in Dubai

While lounging half-naked at your luxury resort. It can be easy to forget that the UAE is a

profoundly Islamic country, enforcing strict religious rules on its native Muslim populace.

However, religious rules are generally relaxed wherever well-heeled expats and pampered

tourists tend to gather—laws regarding dressing conservatively, not dancing to loud music, and

not being sweary and obnoxious. Obscene gestures’ including profanity, are o�cially outlawed.

Often they don’t generally apply to foreigners in tourist hubs unless you’re

really making a scene.

For local Muslims, booze is banned. Alcohol is readily available almost anywhere that foreigners

congregate – cafes, restaurants, shopping malls, and of course, bars and clubs.

As far as dress code goes, foreigner-friendly venues are pretty relaxed when it comes to guests’

attire. Although wearing skimpy swimwear beyond the bounds of your hotel pool is a no-no.

Outside the tourist districts and ex-pat colonies, as in most Muslim countries, both men and

women should dress modestly. Women’s attire should cover the chest, knees, and shoulders.

Men can get away with knee-length shorts, but in traditional neighborhoods, long trousers are

preferable.
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We’ve all heard about foreigners falling foul of the UAE’s ‘decency laws,’ which criminalize all

public displays of a�ection, other than hugging and handholding.

Kissing in public is an o�ense and taken extremely seriously.

Like much of the Middle East, the UAE and Oman are not LGBT-tolerant societies. This sadly

deters some travelers. However, you won’t be doing anything in the open to indicate your

sexuality in any case.

Tipping is not compulsory, but 10 to 15% is the norm for taxi drivers, waiters, bellhops, and tour

guides. A 10% service charge is added to restaurant bills. But don’t treat it as a tip, as there’s no

guarantee it will be passed on to waitsta�.

Climate, when to go motorcycle touring, and what to wear in Dubai.

It may have grown rich in oil and international investment. But Dubai wouldn’t be where it is

today without air conditioning.

During the hottest months between May and September, the average 36°C daytime temperature

occasionally soars to over 50°C. Dubai’s roads are made of a melt-resistant mixture, especially

for this reason!

Dubai does have distinct seasons, with 25°C average daytime temps in the December to March

“winter.” The steep temperature drops to single digits at night when heading away from the

coast into the desert.

The sun is almost always shining in Dubai! Winter does get short bursts of rain

and the odd thunderstorm to balance out summer’s occasional dust storms.
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Dress conservatively without overheating by choosing a �owing, breezy shirt and trousers (long

skirts or pants for women). The fabric of choice for hot climates and local garments are usually

made from cotton or cotton blends. Evenings can be pretty cool in winter, so pack a light jacket

or two.

Well-ventilated riding gear is a must – leave those leathers at home. Nothing’s

worse than �nding yourself stuck in a tra�c jam in 45° heat.

INTRODUCTION TO OMAN

If Dubai is Disneyland in the Desert, Oman is Aladdin’s Arabia come to life.

More than any other oil state in the Arabian Gulf, Oman remains deeply rooted in traditional

Arab and Bedouin values.

With hospitality held in the highest regard. The kind, welcoming nature of the Omanis makes

the country a traveler-friendly place to explore Middle Eastern culture and heritage.

It’s also a brilliant adventure destination. Only 4.8 million people reside in Oman,

a country the size of Italy.

While it’s far from UAE’s levels of wealth. Oman is still a relatively a�uent and developed

country. With an extensive paved road network and a big, shiny, modern international airport.
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The Oman paved roads are of a very high standard and ideal for Motorcycle Touring.

Oman has taken a forward-thinking approach to tourism infrastructure. With
new high-end hotels, organized attractions, and eco-tourism offerings

appearing at an ambitious rate. 

Once you leave the impressively modernized capital. Muscat (far from the country’s highlight

but boasting some exquisite Islamic architecture), immaculate highways stretch through the

mountains and desert dunes for days. Many roads are well lit and have plenty of gas stations.

A dramatic landscape that is dotted by tiny villages. Where the old ways of the Bedouin are still

evident, despite the decline of the nomadic lifestyle.
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Bordering the UAE, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen. Public perception and trepidation around traveling

the region is the only reason Oman (a safe, peaceful Sultanate with the most stable political

climate in the Middle East) has yet to experience a full-on tourism explosion.

Those who venture there (and resist generalizing an entire region only slightly smaller than the

US) rarely return without their hearts being touched, and their eyes opened.

Oman proves the Middle East doesn’t have to remain a mystery to western travelers – a little

preparation is all it takes.

Local culture in Oman
Locals are generally extremely welcoming of guests, and there’s little crime to worry about.

Take the usual safety precautions, and you’ll �nd Oman pretty much hassle-free. Although

you’re likely to attract some curious stares, smiles, and cheerful when visiting

rural villages.

salaam alaikum 

Authentic Omani food is insanely delicious with bountiful seafood. The Arab tradition of grilling

meat out in the open, a love of fresh vegetables, and a sizable Indian population.

In Muscat, follow your nose to the street stalls and halal ‘co�ee shops.’ Where locals snack on

with garlic sauce and (lamb, chicken, or seafood skewered, barbecued, and

served with �atbread and sauces.)

shawarma mishkak 

Omanis are very generous and will occasionally welcome unfamiliar guests with the o�er of a

meal.

When invited to eat in someone’s home, prepare to sit on the �oor and eat with your hands. As a

gesture of appreciation, always eat at least something.
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In Muscat, follow your nose to the street stalls and halal ‘co�ee shops.

Customs, rules, and etiquette in Oman.

Oman is one of the most liberal countries in the Middle East, with women playing a much more

active role in society.

Alcohol is served in venues frequented by foreigners.

While Oman values tolerance and openness. It is still a piously Islamic society, with a legal

system based on aspects of Sharia Law. The further you venture from Muscat, the more

conservative the local populace is likely to be:

Tourists should respect the Muslim ideal of modesty. Outside resorts and tourist bars, women

should wear non-revealing clothing, covering the knees, shoulders, and up to the neckline. Men,

keep your shirts on! This includes when swimming in public places like wadis.
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Being fairly cosmopolitan, the dress code for foreigners isn’t super strict in Muscat, except for

religious buildings. Both sexes should wear full arm and leg coverings. When entering mosques

Non-Muslim women must wear headscarves.

Omani society values politeness highly. Losing your cool in public isn’t just

frowned upon in Oman – it’s actually illegal.

As tourists, we expect to feel frustrated occasionally. But angrily raising your voice is enough to

get slapped with a formal complaint.

Tipping although not expected but appreciated in Muscat and other touristy areas. Around 10%

should su�ce – a little more is OK for exceptional service.

Climate, when to go, and what to wear in Oman.

Between pleasantly warm and savagely scorching describes much of Oman’s climate for the

entire year. With October to April having slightly cooler, average highs of 35°C. While dry heat

de�nes much of the interior, coastal cities like Muscat are humid too.

Riders – invest in gear with good ventilation. You might not look as cool in a textile mesh jacket

compared with leather. But you also minimize the sensation of being boiled alive in your own

sweat.

Oman isn’t entirely an arid heatsink. With a maximum elevation of 3,009m, the Hajar

Mountains have their own unique climate. Daytime temperatures rarely rise above 20°C,

sometimes dropping to zero on frosty nights in January and February.
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This impressive photo was taken showcasing the interior mountains.

ADVENTURE MOTORCYCLE TOURING IN DUBAI & OMAN

Traffic and road conditions you can expect when touring in Dubai.

Getting around Dubai’s city limits is theoretically straightforward. With 8 and 10-lane highways

keeping the tra�c �owing and multilingual road signs.

On the �ipside, Dubai’s road users are made up of folks from all over the world. All with their

own driving habits and interpretations of the rules. Combined with the unusually high

percentage of super-powered vehicles on the loose.

On the Road 
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Traffic in Dubai is haphazard at best and downright hazardous at worst.

To combat this. Dubai has toughened up its policing of the roads and put speed cameras

everywhere, and aggressively handed out �nes. Between the cops and crappy drivers, Dubai is

one city where it pays to be extra, extra on your guard.

The confused car drivers thin out once you hit the inter-city highways. But keep your eyes

peeled for the odd stray camel!

In Islam, Allah has 99 names to describe him. When you see a smiling camel you can bet they know another one.

One other thing. It’s hard not to notice the number of Lamborghinis, Aston Martins, and the like

on Dubai’s city streets. Once free from urban gridlock. The drivers of these machines often

unleash their frustration and need for speed with little regard for the many visible cameras – or

their fellow road users.
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Traffic and road conditions in Oman
Oman’s ultra-modern highway network is awe-inspiring, both scenery-wise and engineering-wise.

Local drivers are often liberal with the 120 km/hr highway speed limit. Despite the presence of

cameras, which appear every few kilometers leading into populated areas. You’ll know when

you’re approaching a town thanks to road signs in Arabic and English. And the work road

planners are excessively fond of speed bumps.

Gravel roads are becoming far between with construction of paved roads everywhere.

Local drivers tend to be accelerator happy and carefree of the rules, resulting in a particularly

atrocious accident rate. To help curtail this, police have cracked down on enforcing tra�c laws.

Hefty �nes are readily handed out for speeding (and for being too slow!)
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For those experienced with adventure motorcycling overseas, or you’re a
confident rider generally. Motorcycle touring in Dubai & Oman is relatively

cruisy, danger-wise. 
But Oman wouldn’t be an amazing adventure touring destination without a few challenges. Head

for the extraordinary Western Hajari Mountain region. Where the landscapes and people get

much more rural and the road much rougher.

The Western Hajari Mountain region in Oman.

In more remote areas, roads range from rough pavement and gravel to straight-out dirt. There’s

truly exhilarating riding to enjoy on hair-raising narrow mountain tracks. Many are �anked by

colossal cli�s and freefall drops, caves, canyons, and more curves than a curve-connoisseur

could care to count.

In true Bedouin tradition, you’ll camp in the desert beneath the stars and visit some of the most

magical sights in the Middle East, including brilliant azure , the Khasab fjords, and the

World Heritage Sumhuram Archaeological Park.

wadis

It is time to twist your throttle towards Asia.
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TIBET
In-Depth Details of Mystical, Mythical, & Mysterious Tibet on a Motorcycle

Lhasa Capital of Tibet, Motorcycles, Yaks, and Mountains such as Everest.

This enchanting Tibetan land, home to the holiest temples and the mightiest mountain peaks,

all represent the �nal frontiers of motorcycle touring.

Access isn’t easy. Independent travel in China’s Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) is strictly

forbidden if you’re a foreigner.

But thanks to the globally placed team at MotoDreamer. The incredible high-altitude roads and

formidable passes of the Lhasa and Everest regions are unlocked.

Now with a tour tailor-made for the discerning and experienced community of Adventure

Motorcycle Touring Riders, wherever they may be.
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So why Tibet on a motorcycle?

Why Should you Tour on Two Wheels in the Tibetan Himalayas?

Nothing and I mean nothing, compares to the experience of being high up in the Himalayas.

After all, it’s impossible to get any higher!

As sacred as the mountains are to millions of Hindus and Buddhists, a journey to the Himalayas

doesn’t necessarily have to be a spiritual undertaking.

Nevertheless, it’s impossible not to feel the currents of ancient culture and mysticism that have

survived here for millennia. Contemplating the sheer scale of nature’s creation and one’s place

within it is a truly humbling experience.

Talk of spiritual transcendence aside, there’s no better way to travel long-distance through this

region than by motorbike.

A sample of a road sign for all to see the route to the highest point in the world Everest.
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You’ll be dwarfed by towering peaks at every turn as you ride some of the
highest highways on earth in the place they call “The Roof of the World.”

Imagine rounding a bend and coming face-to-face with the sheer, snow-covered face of an

8,000m high giant. With its piercing white peaks clearly visible against a bright blue sky.

That’s what Tibet on a motorcycle is like almost every single day during the
peak summer riding season.

The Amazing Road Between Lhasa and Everest Base Camp.

Once a slow, dangerous slog on a deteriorating dirt “highway.” These days, the 613 km road

between Lhasa and Everest Base Camp is almost entirely paved in near-pristine asphalt.

Despite the exhaustive upgrade, the Lhasa-Everest highway has lost none of its scenic beauty.

Be amazed at all the winding as you pass through deep valleys, desolate high plateaus, glacier-

carved lakes, rivers, and tiny farming villages.

Just look at how cool this road is!

It’s almost like it was designed by an adventure biker’s exact speci�cations. Brought to life by

the tremendous power of engineering (and loads of Chinese cash.)

Don’t be fooled, though – expect a challenging ride. With tight technical corners, stomach-

turning cli� edges to avoid, and occasional tra�c.

Often the vehicles can only squeeze in tight. Certainly in the narrow sections of the highway.

There’s also extreme altitude to contend with, so do not forget prior acclimatization is essential.

But to really experience riding the Himalayas, there are times you’ve got to
put the pavement behind you and ride the rough-and-ready backroads as the

locals do!
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A family of Tibetans on a family outing with a pristine motorbike to be proud of.

Tibet is, of course, known for its thousand-year-old Buddhist traditions and ancient

monasteries. Some of the most remote and beautiful monasteries of all are only reached via

scrappy gravel trails.

I do not forget traveling through the tranquil and barely-developed countryside. Thus, giving

you the opportunity of going back in time to the Tibet of long ago.

From cruising the incredible Lhasa-Everest Highway towards Tibet, followed by traversing the

lonely passes beyond the tour bus trail and seeing �ve of the world’s 14 highest mountain peaks

—all up-close and personal.

Tibet is an experience that Adventure Motorcycle Riders dream of.
The (Somewhat) Tricky Business of Touring Tibet on a Motorcycle

Tibet was (and still is) on the usual motorcycle touring radar.
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This is mainly due to access. It really can be a logistical and bureaucratic pain in the backside!

We call the region on the Tibetan Plateau (the highest region on earth) simply “Tibet.” But

o�cially. It’s the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR), and very much a part of China,

Foreigners are subject to all the rules and regulations of traveling in China. Plus, a few extras

were mainly created so the Chinese Government could keep an eye on the movements of

foreigners. It’s their way of letting you know who is in charge.

 Is Independent Travel Ever OK in Tibet? No. Not legally anyway. Sorry.

If you’re not a Chinese citizen, you’re not going sightseeing in Tibet without a government-

approved tour guide in tow.

Still, if it’s your dream to visit Tibet on a motorcycle, don’t feel discouraged. A well-organized

tour won’t stop you from seeing and experiencing the real Tibet.

Remember, whether you are trekking, traveling by mini-bus, or hitting the highway on your

own wheels, you must have an accredited guide with you at all times.

However, being accompanied by a native Tibetan guide who speaks the local languages. Knowing

the place and its people intimately will be an invaluable source of knowledge, especially in a

place as culturally rich as Tibet.

Being accompanied by a registered tour vehicle is also mandatory at all times. If you’re touring

Tibet by motorbike, your tour vehicle can also be a motorbike.

On occasions, your guide also rides a motorcycle (way less weird than being constantly trailed

by a CCP surveillance van.) If that’s what you were imagining!
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Other Things You Need to Know regarding Tibet on a Motorcycle.

1. Chinese Tourist Visa

Most foreigners require tourist visas for China. For most nationalities, obtaining one is not

di�cult. But to avoid getting all last-minute panicky, we recommend applying at least one

month in advance.

You’ll need to go to your nearest Chinese Consulate to �ll out the o�cial application form. Pay

the visa fee and provide a copy of your passport, mugshot, and details of your itinerary. If you

can’t get there yourself, get an accredited travel agency in your country to assist you.

Sample of a Chinese Tourist Visa entry for a Passport

REMEMBER TO ADD an extra month in advance if you’re going to Tibet. Why? Because you’ll

need your Chinese Visa before you can apply for the Tibet Travel Permit. MotoDreamer will help

with the entire process.

2. Tibet Travel Permit

Bear in mind only Chinese passport holders may enter the TAR without a Tibet Travel Permit.
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Sample of a Tibet Travel Permit courtesy of The Land of Snows.

Having this permit only comes when you have a Chinese visa and, secondly, have your

accredited tour pre-booked with MotoDreamer. Expect 10 to 15 working days for the permit to be

issued.

Once you enter the TAR, expect requests to show your permit at airports, roadside checkpoints,

hotels, and tourist attractions. Or anywhere bored police or security guards are hanging around

waiting for something to do.

3. Chinese Motorcycle License

One of the things moto-travelers �nd most o�-putting about riding in Tibet (and China in

general) is that foreigners must have an actual Chinese driver’s license to drive in China legally.
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Sample of a Chinese Motorcycle License

This license can be really annoying to get, especially if you don’t speak Chinese! However,

MotoDreamer and the local team will assist in making this whole process pretty painless.

You must obtain an international driver’s license from your local Automobile Association, the

AAA, or Motor Vehicle O�ce.

MotoDreamer: One of the Easiest, Safest, and Coolest ways to Tour Tibet on a motorcycle.

Already they have experienced success when they conducted the �rst couple of 10-day tours

from Lhasa to Mt. Everest Base Camp before the Covid pandemic.

So – fast, friendly, professional, and loads of personalized advice. Notwithstanding, assistance

with absolutely everything. All from a highly organized, experienced ground crew ensuring you

get maximum enjoyment out of your time in Tibet on a motorcycle with the added attraction of

having the best life-changing experience ever.

A professional local Tour Guide will be traveling alongside Ride-in-Chief Mike Thomsen and the

group. There’ll also be a support vehicle to carry luggage, spares, and passengers who want to

join the tour but can’t ride themselves. Or take the option to join as a pillion.
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Mike and the crew have commandeered a �eet of newer BMWs (700GS, 800GS, and 1200GS) in

Tibet in top-notch condition. Having a reliable bike in a place like Tibet can be priceless. No one

likes breaking down on top of a mountain pass at 5,200m.

You want to be up there celebrating and taking amazing photographs, not
fixing broken clutch cables.

Responsible Tourism in Tibet

Finally, Tibet is a very special place, and despite its mighty mountain peaks, it’s also a very

fragile one. If you decide to visit Tibet on a motorcycle, no matter which tour operator you end

up choosing, choose wisely.

There’s no doubt poor tourism practices have harmed Tibet.

At the same time, the survival of the region’s pristine ecosystems and its centuries-old cultural

practices can bene�t greatly from the support of sustainable tourism.

Try and understand a little about the land. Its people, its religion, and the current situation in

Tibet. Do your homework before you leave home, and your interactions with the locals are far

more likely to be positive and re-a�rming. Treat your hosts with respect and appreciation, and

you will receive the same and so much more in return.
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MotoDreamer Co-Founder Diana enjoys the attention of a couple of wooly Tibetan Masti�s.

If you wish for a spiritual adventure from the saddle of your motorcycle, then

riding through the breathtaking scenery of the highest mountains in the world

and listening to Buddist Monks daily chants is the only place to be.

There is rightly no other place on earth that can surpass Tibet and

Mount Everest.
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INDIA
In-Depth Details the Scents and Flavors Motorcycle Tour of India.

Tour Rider and Royal En�eld Bike in India

When motorbike riding in India, remember the uno�cial rule of the road "Might is Right." You

are advised “To defer anything bigger and expect the unexpected.” When you look at the annual

accident rates in India, it makes sense to adhere to the warning.
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On average India has nearly 450,000 accidents each year and that is the ones that are recorded.

Of that registered number, they will be involved in over 150,000 losing their lives ensuring

India has the worst road safety on record.

Thankfully there has never been a reported Adventure Motorcycle Rider
amongst them.

First the negative - The 12 most common accidents in India are

1. Expect drivers to drive on the wrong side of the road.

2. Young and excited children chasing a ball onto the busy road.

3. Talking about humans, expect the older ones to practice “The walk of death” as well.

4. The animals come small and very large. Dogs, goats, sheep, monkeys, cows, and elephants

all will play their part in attempting to make you a statistic.

5. Potholes full of water hide the depth of danger and the lack of maintenance to �ll them.

6. Tailgating is everywhere and none more so than on Indian roads.

The never-ending amount of oversized and overloaded vehicles on the roads in India.
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7. Numerous parked cars have their doors opening without the occupant bothering to check

�rst.

8. After rainfall, the road surfaces become slippery and dangerous for braking, and many will

aquaplane without warning.

9. The never-ending amount of oversized and overloaded vehicles

10. Vehicles suddenly brake in front of you and of course there is always a proverbial vehicle

merging into your lane with no warning.

11. It will seem every driver has rash and reckless tendencies that they wish to share with you

without retribution.

12. Broken down or double-parked vehicles on the road.

Now the Positive
Suffice to say seasoned Riders know all too well how to survive a country full of untrained

drivers, little to hardly any traffic signage, poorly designed and neglected roads.

So now let's show you what you can really enjoy on a MotoDreamer tour of India.

A famous Royal En�eld Quote: Kids ride toys, Boys ride KTM, Legends ride ENFIELD.
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Mike and his MotoDreamer team know their customers well. To a man and a woman, they love

their bikes. In Southern India, the best way to ride is the open road with the breeze on your face

and astride a reliable Royal En�eld Motorcycle.

If you are not sure of the remarkable history of Royal En�eld, check out the link and watch their

brilliant video in the acknowledgment section at the end of this ebook.

Royal Enfield “Made like a Gun” Journey Since 1901

10 Great reasons for Royal En�elds to be legendary amongst Motorcycle Riders globally and

most certainly in India.

1. Royal En�elds have been around for over 120 years.

2. The Royal En�eld brand from the early army bikes to the modern cult classic looks has a

massive following.

3. You will �nd a very little amount of plastic on an almost all-metal construction.

4. The Capacity to stand up to decades of use as long as it's lovingly maintained.

5. Each Royal En�eld model has a recognizable stylish vintage design.

6. These Indian bikes have road presence, and good fuel economy, without causing any issues

with power and performance.

7. In India, the young ladies love those who ride a Royal En�eld as the bike represents

stability, masculinity, and strength.

8. Royal En�eld 650 Interceptors are renowned for comfort and are considered a good choice

for touring.

9. The same bike boasts a relaxed upright riding position and housing well-cushioned seating

pads.

10. Royal En�elds are one of the few hand-made brands of motorbikes. The only drawback is

that they do take a while to be manufactured.

In India, travel in style on a Royal Enfield motorbike.
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The Royal En�eld Himalayan is ideal for on and o�-road touring in India.

This Motorcycle has the capacity to handle both on and o�-road surfaces, If heading up mountain
trails the versatility of this mode of touring will give you a comfortable and secure way to tour India.

When motorcycle touring in India it pays to check out the Royal Enfield
Himalayan model.

2021 version of The Royal En�eld Himalayan image previously published by Moto1Pro.
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Secret beach near Historical Fort Cochin (now named Kochi in Kerala.)

Fort Kochi’s history goes back to the beginning of The Portuguese arrival in 1500 and the

Portuguese Navigator - Pedro Álvares Cabral who established a township to house him and his

crew after forging an alliance with the local rulers.

In Kochi, there are many attractions and places of interest to visit and explore. We at

MotoDreamer recommend the Indian Navy's ship called Dronacharya. And for those who want

to rest and spend time on a hidden gem of a beach named Kuzhuppilly.

Secret beach near Historical Fort Cochin (Kochi.)

Kuzhuppilly Beach is only 3.5 km from Fort Kochi with its isolated beach perfect for swimming and relaxing.
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 Exhilarating and scenic hairpin bends

India's Kolli Hill Road has hairpin bends that are both exhilarating and mindblowing.

Just looking at the image above of the 50 km Kolli Hill Road with its 70 hairpin bends will excite

all Motorcycle Riders. 100% paved and passing through a panorama of tropícal vegetation and

forests.

1. Gata Loops in Ladakh (21 hairpins at height - stomach-churning, roller coaster, and

spooky.)

2. Maharashtra and its Neral to Matheran road (Tricky and rewarding.)

3. Kinnaur road in the region of Himachal Pradesh (Not for the faint-hearted.)

4. Zuluk Zungzag in Sikkim. (100 hairpins on a 30 km spiral stretch.)

India is renowned for having adventurous hairpin-laden roads. Apart from Kolli Hill here are

another four:
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Thattekkad bird sanctuary and home to millions of birds.

We at MotoDreamer pride ourselves on keeping you away from the massive tourist crowds. But

what about mingling with millions of birds in their Indian peninsular habitat consisting of a

patch of evergreen lowland forest?

The 25 km square �rst-ever Bird Sanctuary called Thattekkad is within 12 km of

Kothamangalam, Kerala. A three-hour early morning rest from the motorbike will allow you to

explore a guided trail to the sanctuary's core at the same time listening to the ear-popping

birdsong around you.

Apart from the birds, add the various �ora and fauna, elephants, porcupines, butter�ies, and

bearded sloths. This is de�nitely a place to unwind and smile with all you will discover. It also

pays to get a guide to feed you with details and information to delight your senses.

Look at the following image of Thattekkad Bird Sanctuary.
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Here is a checklist of the birds you will discover here at Thattekkad Bird Sanctuary

 Artamus Fuscus Ashy Wood Swallow.

 Bubulcus Ibis Cattle Egret

 Dendrocitta Formosae Grey Treepie.

 Gracula Religiosa Hill Myna.

 Glaucidium Radiatum Jungle Owl.

 Indian Cuckoo.

 Irena Puella Asian fairy Bluebird.

 Jerdon Nightjar.

 Oriental Darter.

 Pelargopsis Capensis Stork-billed King�sher.

 Vanellus Indicus Red-wattled Lapwing.

Pelargopsis Capensis Stork-billed King�sher in the Thattekkad Bird Sanctuary, Kerala, India.

Take a boat and see up close king�shers, cormorants, and countless numbers of other birds

feeding o� the �sh in the tranquil waters.
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Indian Tigers in the Mudumalai Tiger Reserve.

When you are thinking of Safari motorcycle touring in Uganda, the highlight will be a couple of

hours spent with the last community of Silverback Gorillas. Now you are in India. Spending time

with Bengal Tigers will equal the Gorillas.

You will find yourself in the Mudumalai Tiger Reserve located in a 321 km
square national park nestled in the Nilgiri Mountains.

And that's after negotiating a steep Ghat road with its 35 hairpin bends on the route through

�atlands, open grasslands, swamps, and tropical evergreen forests.

Mudumalai Tiger Reserve.

Park your motorcycle at the �rst-ever Indian sanctuary vehicle parking area and enter the

protected area that is a safe home for several vulnerable and endangered animals such as the

Bengal Tigers, deer, Gaur, Indian Leopards, and Indian Elephants.
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There are over 55 di�erent species of mammals, 255 varying species of birds, and 398 species of

plants at home with over 80 Bengal Tigers.

While picnicking close to enormous waterfalls, and lakes, spend the time watching the antics of

the tigers and their cubs and have fun with baby elephants having their daily mud bath.

Bandipur, Chinnar, Eravikulam wildlife sanctuaries

A herd of Indian Elephants at Bandipur National Park in Kerala, India.

There are 2 Tiger Reserves and 14 Wildlife Sanctuaries in Kerala. The three
listed above are in the top 10

 - Sacred Home to the endangered Tahrs similar to goats in likeness,

Indian Bison, and Indian leopards.

Eravikulam National Park

 - Situated on a sprawling eastern slope of the Western Ghats. It is

uniquely home since 1984 to the Great Grizzled Squirrel of India.

Chinnar Wildlife Sanctuary
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This poor species is the most endangered species on earth. The area is full of a rich biodiversity

including, waterfalls, hillocks, deciduous forests, and vast green plains.

The Great Grizzled Squirrel of India is the most endangered species in the world.

 - Here you will go in a hired a safari jeep to allow time with Indian Rock

Pythons, Mugger Crocodiles, Golden Jackals, and Four-horned Antelopes. (

) The Tiger Sanctuary here is regarded as one of the �nest reserves for over 75 Tigers

and over 3000 Elephants.

Bandipur National Park

Try keeping up with
the latter.

A small family of Tigers resting together.
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Munnar Tea Hill Station

Wildlife around tea estates and forests in Valparai

Visit the famous Tea Hill station of Munnar

The Mountains and Forests of Valparai in India.

Today you will take a beautiful ride heading up into the Western Ghats. Your route will take you

through the Sholayar forest heading to the tea plantations in Valparai.
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You will �nd staying at the Old Tea Managers House a real treat. On your way, you will most

likely witness Indian Bison and Wild Boar roaming freely through the never-ending tea

plantations. The views over the prevailing valleys are captivating and splendid.

.
For the adventurous of you, at midnight, we take the 4WD support vehicle and

drive around the Tea Estates

Pass through forests searching for the wild animals within. It is here you may well spot roaming

Panthers, resting Elephants, inquisitive Tahrs, and suspicious Lion-Tailed Macaques.

Ooty “The Queen of the Hill Stations.”

Aerial view of Ooty City (Udhagamandalam) in India.
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Never be surprised at coming face to face with a wild elephant relaxing and
sitting in the middle of the road. Do not be surprised when he shows his

reluctance to move. It's their home and their rules.

Humorous image of an Indian Elephant sitting precariously between two cli� tops on a slackline.

Once on the Tamil Nadu plains, you will continue riding on very well-maintained roads towards

Coimbatore city. Later in the afternoon, you will commence climbing again up into the Nilgiri

Hills.
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Rest assured there will be a repeat of hairpins aplenty and coming to an end at 2000 meters!

It is guaranteed you are going to be “Cream crackered” and the thought of an
overnight stop at the Hill Station at Ooty cannot be ignored.

You may well decide to rest up for the day or better still take the motorbike or walk further up to

the Doddabetta Peak. Here you will be rewarded with exemplary and breathtaking panoramic

vistas.

Your camera will not be shy in taking some incredible images of the surrounding plains.

Weather permitting, take advantage of having great shots of Avalanche Point. Many years ago

there was a disastrous avalanche that caused a lot of destruction at the time.

In the midday or early afternoon visit the very English-looking Botanical Gardens, tea shops,

and churches.

Hopefully, you are now rested and raring to ride to Masinagudi some 50 miles away. The road is

all downhill and it is here you will visit Mudumalai Tiger Reserve. Have fun staying with what

can only be described as an eccentric family in a fantastic Jungle Resort.

Don't be surprised if you see deer, wild boars, and the odd elephant walking
around the property with you.

If you enjoyed the midnight jaunt in the support 4WD at The Old Tea Manager's House, then why

not repeat a similar experience by opting for an evening Jeep Safari through the jungle. Or of

course, there's always the opportunity to relax by a pool and eyeball the wild animals that

occasionally will pass you by.
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Collage of the amazing Indian cuisine

On this 10-Day Best of India tour you can expect the food to be outstanding. There is a massive

variety of good wholesome food on o�er everywhere you go.

Delved into the rich aromas of the famed traditions of Kerala cuisine. Every meal is prepared

with locally sourced seasonal and fresh ingredients. You'd be hard-pressed to see a processed

tin of anything in this part of the world except in a shop.

Indian food flavors

A mouthwatering display of all that Indian cuisine should look like for every Adventure Motorcycle touring Rider.
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The �sh dishes will have mussels, crabs, and prawns all caught locally along the extensive

coastline.

Now if you really want to taste incredible Indian food ask for a curry or stew
with either lamb or chicken. It does not have to be hot and spicy.

And a small piece of advice: Avoid anything that sounds like Vindaloo. It's a bum burner

experience. Hot going in and de�nitely hotter coming out.

We continue exploring Asia. 
Why not do a double or trip destination tour-combination. Our tours are often planned back-to-

back in the same region, so you can participate in more than one tour while on the same journey.

Kerala cuisine is an abundance of steamed rice, grated coconut, spices, seafood, and tapioca.

All the above will be accompanied by black pepper, cinnamon, ginger,  chickpeas, and cloves.
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The In-Depth Details of our Temples and Bends Motorcycle Tour in
Northern Thailand!

THAILAND

A Rider enjoying the road in Thailand.

Asia’s Capital destination for Motorcycle tours is in Northern Thailand.
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A Spruiker is Aussie for someone who tries to persuade us to buy something dishonestly or in an
exaggerated way.

When tourism moves too fast, Thailand is what happens.
Is there any appeal left in Thailand for motorcycle riders with a desire for adventure?

Part of MotoDreamer’s mission is to pick parts of the globe still unspoiled by mass tourism
while avoiding becoming part of the problem. It’s also their mission to take travelers to some of
the most mind-blowing riding destinations the world has to o�er.

In Southeast Asia, when it comes to the sheer awesomeness of easily accessible riding, Thailand
is de�nitely hard to beat. Then add superb roads, sensational scenery, and plenty of variety both
on and o� the road.

For many experienced travelers, Thailand tends to conjure up visions of paradise lost. Images of

once beautiful islands now sinking under the weight of sunburned day-trippers and trinket

sellers. Sadly, the cities are less famous beyond the beaches for their fantastic street food than

their spruikers, scams, and tra�c jams.

When it comes to the sheer awesomeness of easily accessible riding Tour 9 Best of Thailand is de�nitely hard to beat.
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Northern Thailand wins, hands down.
Northern Thailand has nothing like the overdevelopment that has devastated southern

Thailand’s coasts.  But that’s not to say it hasn’t entirely fallen victim to tourism of the most

disappointing variety.

The north’s uno�cial capital, Chiang Mai, is a travel hotspot. It never fails to amaze with the

ancient beauty of its temple-lined streets or the ethical indi�erence of scores of brochure-

clutching tourists who embark every day on so-called “elephant safaris.”

The �rst choice for any ethical and well-organized elephant Safari should be the Elephant Nature Park in Chiang Mai.

Most of these elephant “camps” are just a few kilometers outside the city limits, home to vast

swathes of forested hill country and fertile rice �elds, fed by the tributaries of the mighty

Mekong River.

With so much incredible scenery so close by, it’s easy to see why Chiang Mai is arguably where

the story of adventure riding in South East Asia began.
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How did Thailand Come to be a Motorcycle Touring Mecca?

Two decades ago, Thailand was in the midst of a global tourism boom. Motorcycle travel was in

its DIY infancy.  

The wheels for motorcycle tourism to grow in popularity were �rmly set in motion.

Unlike most adventure riding destinations, Thailand’s tourist infrastructure was already well

established, accessible to travelers on almost any budget.

Independent-minded visitors with a genuine interest in history, nature, and culture needed a

way to avoid the tourist traps and manufactured cultural attractions.

Motorbikes are the transport of choice in Thailand. They’re cheap, they’re everywhere, and back

then, rules regarding hiring to foreigners were vague and barely enforced.

Once a few local entrepreneurs collected a shed full of beat-up Hondas, they were ready for

renting to any foreigner who could stay upright from one end of the street to the other.

Chiang Mai’s motorcycle touring in Northern Thailand culture was born!

Getting a bike and blasting away to freedom in Thailand was easy. But accessibility alone doesn’t

make a place an epic motorcycling destination. Consider this: Just a few kilometers outside of

Chiang Mai are some of the most magical motorcycling routes on earth.
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Just a few kilometers outside of Chiang Mai are some of the most magical motorcycling routes on earth.

Here you will �nd no tra�c, with silky smooth asphalt for days. Perfect for pure pavement

enthusiasts. Friendly local towns with outstanding cuisine, unique hill tribe culture, mystical

mountains, and untouched forests.

The Royal Decree of the King protects all the forests. And an endless network
of hidden temples, caves, hot springs, waterfalls, and ancient villages.

To get to these places means to go where no tour company minivan goes – chasing cli�-

hugging corners, taking seductive, high-speed arcs in broad sweeps, blistering down steep

ravines, and bursting through clouds on hill ascents to the heavens.

Motorcycle Touring in Northern Thailand Today – Same Same But Different?
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It’s hard to imagine many other countries that have been transformed as rapidly by tourism as

Thailand. Yet, while development appears to continue unabated, some things remain the same.

Northern Thailand provinces like Nan and Mae Hong Son are the nation’s least industrialized.

Almost entirely dominated by forests, rivers, rice paddies, and rural villages.

Taking time out to sit and enjoy the cascading Thai waterfall.

Getting around by motorbike, you’ll discover that, save for a few mainly backpacker-dominated

spots, almost everywhere in the North is still basically o� the beaten track.

But, the motorcycle tourism culture in Thailand is certainly not what it once was.
The “anything goes” attitude is increasingly being looked down on by tour operators and

authorities.

If you’re scooting around on a 50cc moped without a valid motorcycle license at home, you’re

riding illegally. The police occasionally check for permits, especially if you’re doing something

else illegal (yes, a shirtless guy without a helmet means you!)
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However, despite its enormous popularity as a riding destination, shockingly, Thailand is the

most dangerous place in the world for motorcyclists, with more bike-related fatalities per year

than any other country.

While these grim statistics almost entirely apply to locals, don’t be blindsided by being in a

tourist paradise. The tiny backpacker hamlet (population 2,300) of Pai in the North experiences

dozens of motorcycle accidents  Almost all due to tourists riding illegally. In contrast,

most fatalities occur in or near dense urban areas.

per day.

You could be riding a brand new BMW motorbike, and you’ll have Corolla taxis and 150cc pizza

bikes attempting to pass you at top speed.

The lesson here: take absolutely no chances riding in Thai tra�c – and get the hell out of the

cities – quickly (and safely!)

Experienced Rider? Novice Tourer? Riding Thailand is for Everyone

So, is Thailand still the adventure-riding paradise of decades past?

We say yes, absolutely!

Pretty much everything great about it is still great.

 We believe Thailand is one of the most amazing motorcycle adventure riding
destinations on earth, and in many ways, one of the most rider-friendly.

Throughout the country, sub-standard training, drunk driving, dangerously defective vehicles,

and chaotic conditions in tra�c are the norm. Many Thai motorists seem to drive with a death

wish and a reckless approach to other road users.

Thailand’s congested freeways are still sadly unsafe for riders. But it’s rare for experienced

foreign road riders to get into trouble.
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And with operators like MotoDreamer offering experienced guides, quality
machines, and a comprehensive safety checklist, motorcycle touring in

Thailand is arguably safer than ever.

You don’t have to be an o�-road rally champion to experience some of the best adventure riding

in the world.

From the exhilaratingly twisty mountain terrain, the serenity of the countryside, and the

warmth of the people, riding in Northern Thailand will stoke a passion in your heart for “doing

travel” di�erently.

More great images from MotoDreamer’s archives when touring in Thailand

When you look at the roads in Thailand you will be smiling with anticipation.
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Rice terrace �elds appear mysterious and artistically spread over many Thailand mountains

All along with the route, we will encounter wildlife and other exotic creatures. Elephant ride,
anyone?
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ABOUT
Who is MotoDreamer and the people behind it?

It is time to meet the riding force behind MotoDreamer and the inventor of
the groundbreaking Around the World in 80-Days Adventure Motorcycle
Challenge.

You’d traveled halfway around the world by age 6, touring overland in a 4×4 for a year and a half

with your parents. What sort of impression did this non-conventional childhood have on you at

that age?  

Co-Founder and Rider-in-chief: Mike Thomsen

The �rst thing that you will learn is to always call him Mike. Second, he's a big guy and loves his
job and business.

Mikkel Thomsen Co-founder at MotoDreamer. It’s time to get to know a little of the

unconventional story of an extraordinary Danish Man called Mike.
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" I cannot imagine a better way to spend childhood."

I learned very early on that people are just people, everywhere. We are all humans just trying to

improve our lives and care for our families and friends. Most people don’t care about politics and

power. I learned so much about languages, cultures, food, and just life in general. Never did I feel

quite like I �t in back home in Denmark.  

"I genuinely believe the world would be a better place if everyone would leave
their little hideouts and see the world."

You’ll notice there are so many ways to obtain happiness in this life and that no one knows it all

or has the perfect solution. Humanity is a project in development!  
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When you �nally realize you’re too old for the dirt, will you buy a Harley and just cruise the

highways, Wild Hogs style?

 I might! Basically, I love anything with two wheels – the feeling of freedom and being alive in

the moment. Heck, I might just ride my scooter! Two wheels require full attention; just the act

of riding clears your mind and makes you forget all your troubles.

Mike's bio on the website.
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Co-Founder, Chief-Admin: Diana Puerto
Diana Puerto Co-Founder at MotoDreamer. Meet Diana. It’s time to get to know the remarkable

story of a truly adventurous Colombiana called Diana.

Diana was born in Colombia, in the state of Boyacá. She grew up in Duitama, a beautiful town

high up in the mountains ( )about 200km north of Bogota.

Diana has a university degree in business and economy. She is the backbone of MotoDreamer,

making sure every tour runs smoothly and that guests come back inspired and invigorated by an

experience beyond their wildest expectations.
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Diana sees Motorcycle touring as still very much a male-dominated pursuit. She wholeheartedly

welcomes all female riders or accompanying female pavilion riders. In fact the more the merrier

for Diana as she welcomes the combined inspiration of meeting women and their motorcycles.

Diana´s welcoming words:

"I believe women who ride motorcycles are special and unique and deserve to be noticed!"

You can see that at motorcycle shops, with all the gear colors, there’s much more for women

now. It’s becoming a fashion. There are motorcycle events for women as well where you can

meet other women.

Apart from riding being a great adventure, more women riding means greater equality in
society!

MotoDreamer is a family a�air Mike, Diana, Dany, Lala, So� and Bobby 
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Third, The forever forward-thinking and staunchly Independent Tour
Operator - MotoDreamer.

There’s a fair chance that if Mike Thomsen and Diana Puerto had both been smitten during

an utterly random encounter at a shopping mall in Cali 15 years ago. Then Motolombia (renamed

MotoDreamer) we know and love today may have never existed.

 not 

Mike is a very quiet person, while Diana likes to talk a lot.

So now we have discovered one Co-Founder at MotoDreamer is Danish, quiet, and reserved but likes to race
motorbikes in all weathers and terrains. Whereas the other Co-Founder at MotoDreamer is the

Colombiana noisy one. Now which one is which?
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Motolombia Goes Global As MotoDreamer

MotoDreamer is the �rst and longest-running motorcycle tour and rental operator in Colombia.

The company reshaped its image before the global covid pandemic, and changed its name from

Motolombia to MotoDreamer, as the tour program was expanded with a handful of global

destinations.

As Motolombia, Mike and Diana pioneered and sustained motorcycle tourism in South America

for almost a decade and a half. And serviced over 4,500 customers in South America.

But the ambition to take on the entire world was always there and in 2018 they started planning

to expand its scope, shifting from a destination-speci�c touring and rental operator to a

premium global tour brand that aims to “reinvent international motorcycle travel post-Covid-

19.”
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The MotoDreamer Co-Founders Mike & Diana are con�dent that MotoDreamer has the passion,

the capacity, and the means to reshape the landscape of motorcycle tourism globally under the

new name.

“As MOTODREAMER, we will continue to passionately organize motorcycle tours, not only in

Colombia but all around the globe in the most stunning and unlikely destinations.”

Riders can expect the same high level of service, attention to detail, and quality operation that

made the �rst decade and a half in business such a success.

After setting its sights on the rest of the world, MotoDreamer has organized many international

motorcycle tours. These include packages across Tibet, Oman, Dubai, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil,

Ecuador, Suriname, French Guiana, Chile, Guyana, Russia, Uganda, Israel, Thailand, Namibia and

South India.
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MotoDreamer Tibetan Tour posing with the Tibetan multi-colored sheets for good luck behind them.
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MotoDreamer also o�ers big motorcycle expedition packages; these longer adventure rides take

riders through the entire South American continent from Top 2 Bottom and around Trans the

Amazon basin.  

Mike and Diana are focused on expanding MotoDreamer’s premium tour program to cover the

entire globe, with several new tour destination added every year.

Mike & Diana Co-Founders of MotoDreamer sharing a happy moment in Tibet

When you sign up for any one of the eligible 10-day motorcycle adventures you are

automatically taking the �rst step towards completing the amazing 

 motorcycle challenge with MotoDreamer. If you go all the way and complete 8 trips, not

only do you become a certi�ed modern-day Philias Fogg motorcycle world explorer with

MotoDreamer, you also win the bet taking home $5,000 USD.

Around the World in 80

Days
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This challenge will be the best bet you have ever taken your motorcycle
adventures on.

1. The Heart of Colombia Tour

2. MotoPicchu Peru.

3. Bolivia's Silver and Salt

4. Secret’s of France

5. Motorcycle Safari in Uganda.

6. Sultans of Oman + Dubai

7. Tibet and Mt. Everest base camp.

8. Southern India Scents and Flavors.

9. Thailand Temples and Bends
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UNESCO World Heritage sites Listed by Country

Interesting historical people, places, and events for you to investigate
further:

Amerigo Vespucci

Antonio José de Sucre

 Antonio Nariño

Antonio Ricaurte

Around the World in 80 Days: Verne, Jules: 9781514683682: Books - Amazon

Aven Armand - Wikipedia

Bilharzia Parasite (Schistosomiasis) - NHS

 Blaine Harrington III

Christopher Columbus - Voyages, Facts & Legacy

David Attenborough

Ernesto "Che" Guevara

Fernando Botero

 France's army platoon of carrier pigeons is one of its kind in Europe

French Wars of Religion - Wikipedia

Oradour-Sur-Glane massacre

Hernan Suarez de Villalobos

Kronosaurus

Kiira Motors Corporation

Victor German Busch Becerra

The Terracotta House & Octavio Mendoza Morales

World Wildlife Fund

The Infernito Archaeological Site

Willy Jeeps

John Hanning Speke

Steve Irwin

Julio Verne

Simón Bolívar

Royal En�eld
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We at MotoDreamer wish to acknowledge all those that have contributed to

this ebook, either by supplying content, images, quotations, or valuable

insight. If we have missed anyone we sincerely apologize and welcome a

reminder for future editions.

Mike Thomsen (   )Danish Co-Founder & Chief Adventure Rider.

Diana Puerto (   )Colombiania Co-Founder, Tour Coordinator & Adventure Rider.

Fiona Davis (   )Aussie Extreme Pillion Rider & Adventure Travel Writer.

The Smokey Dogs  ( )77+ Best Royal En�eld Quotes,

The Royal En�eld Company ( )The Royal En�eld Story | Since 1901

UNESCO World Heritage Sites ( )UNESCO

Extraordinary Journeys (  )Extraordinary Journeys

Blaine Harrington III ( )Blaine Harrington III

Deposit Photos

123rf

FreePiks

Flickr

English Mike at  (Calibri.Pro SEO Content, Copy Writer & Author of Short Stories.)

We also wish to give a special mention to all the sites below that deserve mention as the ones

who previously published various images throughout this ebook. We unreservedly thank you and

recommend all to your readership.

Mundobici, Crazy Tourist, Modern Farming, Independent UK, Dario AS, Wikipedia,

Banknoteworld, Notimerica, Tarnmoor, Hotandchillie, Nudf, The Land of Snow, Travel Cheaper,

Moto1Pro, Atalayar, Semana, Anadolu, Mapsnworld, Angelpedia, Gypsy Thread, Scienceline,

NOAA/CIRA VIIRS, Goya Foods, Notiactual, Cocina y Vino, El Siglo, Artículos el clasi�cado, El

Pitazo.
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CONTACT DETAILS
More information about MotoDreamer can be found on the o�cial website. Check out the unique

esource Blog where you can read the fully unabridged articles online and investigate the wider

range of tours and expeditions available to you.

Contact details:

Company: MotoDreamer

Email Address: mike@motodreamer.com

Contact: Mike Thomsen

Contact Phone/ WhatsApp: (+57) 312 850 4770

Website: www.MotoDreamer.com

"It's A beautiful world if you´ll only

take the time to ride around it."
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Finally, we wish to say a

massive thank you to the

community of Adventure

Motorcycle Riders around

the Globe - May all your

tours be life-changing and

unforgettable.

Mike & Diana.

Founders of MotoDreamer.

November 2022
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You are invited to enjoy your
imagination becoming a lifetime

experience and honor the memory of
a man who showed us it was possible

to go Around the World in 80 Days.  
 

MotoDreamer

In a nutshell, MotoDreamer has taken a beautiful imaginary adventure
that 150 years ago, one man - Jules Verne, could not ignore. His

imagination and adventure telling have struck a note in every
generation since.  

 
In today’s ease of travel, you can guarantee that Jules Verne would

undoubtedly get on his motorcycle and experience every one of
MotoDreamer’s 10-Day Adventure Motorcycle Tour destinations.  
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